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ABSTRACT
A number of theoretical calculations and an experiment
were made, concerning their application to the study of the
structure of polymer-related systems and its change upon
deformation.
Anisotropic sectors were taken as a model of liquid
crystals in the cholestric phase, and the light scattering
patterns were predicted from these sectors, which are randomly
oriented or arranged in a regular array. These results show
good agreement with the experimental results in the small angle
region, but differ in the wide angles, which indicate that
the local orientation correlation of liquid crystals is more
complicated.
The effect of inter-spherulitic interference and trunca-
tion was considered for the scattering. It was found that
the single spherulite model is sufficient to describe the
scattering patterns when the parameters are correctly known.
Light scattering pattern and intensity was calculated,
applying the fluctuation theory to the system where the size
and number of anisotropic disks are changing untill these
disks are volume filling. These results were applied to
interpret the change of light scattering during the crystal-
lization of polymers.
The effect of disorder of crystal orientation on the
light scattering was considered to interpret the quantitative
light scattering measurements, A two dimensional spherulite
composed of lattice cells was built by the computer simulation
so that the crystal orientation in each lattice cell is :
correlated with its neighbors. The light scattering intensity
distribution from such a spherulite was calculated for different
disorder parameters, and the calibration curves were made to
relate the experimental results to such disorder parameters.
The change of disorder of crystal orientation in spherulites
upon annealing the quenched polyethylene polyethlene sample
was studied by the photometric light scattering experiment.
It is found that the disorder of crystal orientation increased
due to annealing.
A model was proposed to explain the crystal orientation
in the deformed spherulitic polymers. Three processes of
crystal reorientation were considered; chain tilting, lamellar
twisting, and crystal rotation. The model was sucessful in
predicting the experimental observation of the 110 and 200
plane diffraction intensity distribution of the low density
polyethylene. It was also applied to the relaxation and
dynamic x-ray diffraction experiments, and the time depen-
dence of the orientation processes were determined.
A theoretical consideration was made for the purpose of
obtaining the lamellar orientation distribution in deformed
spherulites by the small angle x-ray technique. Previous
model developed by Tsvankin, and Buchanan was applied, and the
peak intensity was calculated for different structural parameters
so that lamellar distribution can be obtained by comparing the
theoretical and experimental peak intensity.
Local strain in deformed crystalline polymers was calculated,
employing the composite theory. The distribution of the
crystalline and amorphous strain was obtained, based on assum-
ptions about the geometry of the crystalline phase. The dominant
effect of the crystalline morphology and also the crystallinity
in determining the local strain distribution was noticed.
1INTRODUCTION
A. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
This thesis is concerned with a number of inter-
related theoretical studies which have come about as a
result of experimental problems carried out in the labora-
tory of Professor Richard S, Stein. A common thread which
unites all of these studies is that they are concerned
with application of electromagnetic radiation to the studies
of the polymer-related structures.
The application of various types of electromagnetic
radiation to study the structures of solid polymer systems
and the change of the structures upon deformation will.be
discussed together with the application of composite theory
analysis to the crystalline polymer systems.
The relationship between different kinds of radiation
and the size of the objects that are investigated can be
approximated as follows:
o
a) wide angle x-ray; 0.5 - 200(A)
e
b) small angle x-ray; 200 - 2, 000(A)
o
c) wide angle light scattering; 1,000 - 5, 000(A)
d) small angle light scattering; 5,000 - 100,000U)
In this thesis, the research work done related to the
radiation will be discussed according to the above-mentioned
2categories of radiation.
In Part(I), the theoretical and experimental studies
concerning the light scattering will be discussed. In Fart
(II), the model of deformation of spherulitic polymers which
is primarily concerned with the wide angle x-ray scattering
experiment will be discussed. The theoretical consideration
of the application of previous theories of small angle x-ray
scattering to characterize the lamellar orientation is
presented in Part(III). And the application of composite theory
analysis to the crystalline polymers in relating the morphol-
ogy to the properties of the system will be discussed in
Part (IV).
3B. MORTHOLOGY OP CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS
The existence of high polymers in the solid state, in
the highly ordered crystalline phase and specially dis-
ordered amorphous phase, has been well known as evidenced
by the electron or x-ray diffraction studies.
The crystalline phase is highly ordered due to the
regular molecular packing as can be represented by the basic
unit, that is, the unit cell(e.g. for polyet?5^1ene, ortho-
rombic unit cell with 3=7.-4-1, b=4.9A, c=2.^A). The classi-
cal two phase fringe-micelle model of crystalline polymers
was proposed to explain their physical properties and is
shown in Fig. (A-1). The crystals were considered as being
dispered in the amorphous matrix and acting as inert filler
particles binding the amorphous chains together. The
polymer chains were believed to pass from on-e crystal to
' another. Several drawbacks of this simple model haxe been
3
noticed, and influenced by two significant discoveries, this
fringe-micelle model has been changed. One was the discovery
^,5,6
of polymer single crystals in the thin flat platelets with
o
the thickness of the order of lOOA. In these single crystals,
the chains were found to be perpendicular to the faces of
the platelets, which suggested that the long polymer chains
were folded. Another discovery was the recognition of polymer
9
crystallization in the radially growing expanding spheres.
Therefore, the structure of crystalline phase in the thin
ribbonlike forin( lamellae)
, and the aggregation of the lamellae
into superstructure has been recognized.
Based on these ideas, the following concepts have been
formed: In the bulk, polymers crystallize from primary
nuclei which are often foreign impurities or amorphous parts
where the previous strain has not been completely relaxed.
The crystallization proceeds radially outward, leading to
expanding spheres(spherulites) which are partially crystalline.
Th« crystalline lamellae form the radii of the spherulites
with one crystal axis lying in the radial direction. The
lamellae often twist and are branched. Since one crystal axis •
remains radial, the spherulites are optically anisotropic,,
the radial and tangential refractive index being different,
40
giving rise to a raaltese cross . pattern under the polarizing
microscope.
Since the structure of crystalline polymers have its
order in different dimensions, their properties are also
related to the structural order in different dimensions;
that is, arrangement of molecules in the unit cell, presence
of crystalline phase in the ribbonlike lamellae, and the
aggregation of these lamellae into superstructures such as
spherulites. 'Therefore, different kinds of experiments are
needed, as mentioned in the preceding section, in order tc
understand the structure-property relationship, and the change
of its structure upon deformation.
7
The presence of amorphous phase as the crystal defects.
5tie chains and loose loops between the crystalline lamellae
8
'
and the portions excluded from the crystallization process
has been veil conceived. Also tbe amorphous phase has been
understood to be in the completely disordered state.
However, recently the possibility of certain order in the
92
amorphous phase has been raised. It seems that no definite
conclusion can be made about the order in the amorphous phase,
based on the previous work. Much more research work is needed
to understand its structure and its role in determining the
physical properties of crystalline polymers.
Another important feature of the studies of crystalline
70
polymers is the understanding of the interface between the
crystalline and the amorphous phase which has recieved little
attention so far. It is strongly felt that many assumptions
concerning this interface should be cleared and their role
in determing properties should be understood.
6.
PART I SMALL AI^IGLE LIGHT SCATTERING
Introduction
Most crystalline polymers are turbid and give rise to
light scattering. The scattering of light is the result of
15
opticai heterogenities which involve both the density
fluctuations and orientation fluctuations of the medium.
In crystalline polymers, density vatiations in the amorphous
phase and crystalline phase give rise to density fluctuations,
while the orientation fluctuations arise from the aggregation
of the anisotropic crystals which have the correlation distance
comparable with the wavelength of the light,
11
Debye and Bueche developed the theory of light scattering
from an isotropic medium where there are local fluctuations
in density. This theory has been extended by Goldstein and
12 1^
Michalik, and Stein and Wilson to include the fluctuations in
orientation of anisotropic scattering elements in the medium
as well as the density fluctuations. The attempts to separate
the density, and orientation fluctuation were made by Stein
1^
and Wilson, assuming the random orientation fluctuations.
In this theory, it is assumed that the probability of the
optic axes of two scattering elements being parallel is
independent of angle j9 , which the optic axis makes with the
separation vector r, but only depends upon the separating
7distance
.
Several theoretical approaches were attempted
to include the non-random orientation fluctuations, which
imply that orientation correlation depends upon the angle,
p. However, the complexity of the theories and the diffi-
culties in characterizing the parameters necessary make
the practical analysis inapplicable at present.
Another line of approach to the light scattering from
the crystalline polymers was to recognize the superstructure
in which polymer crystals are arranged in order(e«g, spheru-
lite, rod and sheaf). The theoretical analysis and the
appropriate experimental techniques were developed by
16 1?
Stein and coworkers for the anisotropic spheres, disks and
20
rods in which the crystals are arranged in perfect order.
The good qualitative agreement between the theories and the
experiments made the application of the small angle light
scattering technique very powerful in studying the super-
structure of crystalline polymers and their changes during
the deformation.
However the simplicity of the models is such that
there is not quantitative agreement between the theoretical
19
and experimental resultsi that is, the deviations from the
perfect order of crystal arrangement should be considered
for the quantitative applications of the small angle light
scattering results. For these purposes, a simple model of
18
considering spherulitic polymers as a composite' of perfect
8spherulite and the randomly oriented crystals was
developed by Keio'zers.van Aartsen and Prins. Also more
rigorous attempts were made by Stein and Chu, taking into
account the fluctuations of crystal orientation inside
the' spherulites for very simple cases.
One of the important applications of the small angle
light scattering technique has been to the studies of the
deformation behavior of the crystalline polymers; that is,
the change of the light scattering pattern due to the
17,27,28
deformation of the polymers is interpreted in order to
understand the morphological or the structural changes
occuring inside the polymer specimen. However the lack of
theoretical interpretations has limited the application to
very qualitative studies. Again, the necessity of more
quantitative theoretical developments is strongly felt in
order to make the better use of the informations available
through the light scattering techniques.
9CHAPTER I LIGHT SCATTERING FROM ANISOTROPIC SECTORS
Introduction
The structure of liquid crystals in the cholestric
mesophase is believed to consist of focal conic arrangement
of molecules. The small angle light scattering has been
applied to study the morphology of the cholestric phase of
33
cholesteryl myristate by Jabarin and Stein, Small angle four-
leaf clover pattern with ^5 orientation surrounded by weaker
clover pattern with 90* orientation has been observed for the
H^ scattering(polarizer and analyzer crossed). The small
angle patterns have been interpreted to originate from the
spherulitic morphology, and the outer pattern has been
assumed to originate from the microstructure of the spherulites
which are small focal-conic groups arranged in a radially
symmetrical array,
A theoretical model calculation is attempted to test
these ideas, and to look for the possible applications to
35
the studies of liquid crystals. The focal-conic texture
has the geometry of oones whose bases are ellipses and
whose apices are the meeting points of a number of hyperbolas
and the cones lie with the bases in various inclinations to
the surface. Therefore simple two dimensional anisotropic
sector is assumed as a model for the focal-conic.
Light scattering intensities are calculated for such sectors
which are randomly oriented. Then scattering pattern for
a two dimensional spherulite in which those sectors are regularly
arranged, is calculated to compare with the experimental
observations
Theory
The amplitude of scattering from an anisotropic syst
is given by the equation^^
em
^^txf- exp(ik(r.s)J dr (Ll)
where M is the induced dipole moment, 0 is the unit vector
perpendicular to the scattered ray and in the plane of pola-
rization of the analyzer, k is the wave number ( 27/A) , A being
the wavelength of light in the medium, A^is the wavelength of
light in vacuum, and s is the propagation vector, Sq-s', where
£o ~ ^® unit vectors of the incident and the scattered
ray.
in
The induced dipole moment, M, is given as
M = (a^- a^) (a.E^) a + CX^E^ (1-2)
11
where and (X^ are the polarizabilities along and perpen-
dicular to the optic axis, a is the unit vector along the ^
optic axis, and is the electric field of the incident
light
Equations(I-l ) and (1-2) are further developed for
the sector lying in the plane perpendicular to the incident
light and whose axis is oriented by angle T as shown in Fig,(I-l)
from the polarization direction of polarizer(Z axis).
The angle ^ characterizes the aperture of the sector.
When the optic axis is shifted by angle 6 from the radial
direction vector rt it can be shown that
. a = sin( o( -f 6) j cosCa^- 6) k (1-3)
^ ~
where CX is the angle between the vector r and the Z axis.
17
Also the vector 0 is given for the scattering as
Shv = P2^'' P2i
^^"""^
cos 9
where cos - —r===7^===='=^^''^7^^^^^''''v^
^
,/cos'^e + sin-'^esin
and 0 and are the scattering and pzimuthal angles as shown
in Fig, (1-2).
12
Inserting Eqs.(I-2). (I-3) and U-k) into Eq.(l-i). the
scattering amplitude from the sector whose axis is oriented
by r as shown in Fig.(l-i) is obtain-d
Ejr)= C«J(M-Oj^ ) exp[ik(r.s)j dr
V ^
"
^'^oJo V^°^^^l"^2^ sinCd-^^) cos(c<-^6) exp [ikr sin©
cos(^-a)] rd rd da
P.r. rrj ^ \ ^ rT-h9/2 sin[2(a+6)]
= C»E (0( -o( ) ~ cosfiJ ' io 1 2 2^2 / 2)r^^j^ cos2(^-a)
[a sin a 1- cos a - 1 4 i(-A cos A sin A)j da
(1-5)
where A = W cos(//-iX)
W = KR sin e
The scattering intensity, Ij^ (T)» is then given by
V
ipj (r) = \ (r) •Ej^^(r) (i-6)
where E^^ (r) is the complex conjugate of Ep^ (r).
V V
For the randomly oriented sectors, the total scattering
intensity is obtained by averaging the scattering intensity
13
1 rZ-rr
^Hv = 27iJo (1-7)
Next the light scattering pattern is calculated for
the disk in which the sectors are arranged as shown in
Fig, (1-3). The total scattering amplitude,
,
can be .
expressed as
where E^^ is the scattering amplitude from the ith sector in the disk.
In Fig, (1-4), it is seen that
5 = Io*£s (1-9)
Therefore from Eqs,(I-l) and, (1-9),
^oi =/£o(13-S) [ii^(r-£^j ^£o
= exp [ik(rg.sjj^^ (M.O) exp [ik(r^.s)] dr^
(I-IO)
From Eq.(I-5)
,
E . = exprik(r.s)l E^ (r) (l-ll
)
The summation in Eq,(I-8) can be approximated by the integ-
ration, assuming that the density of the sectors is constant
14
throughout the disk. Therefore Eq.(1.8) can be written from
Eqs.(l-8), (1-9), (I.lo), and (I-U)
Eh = f E . drHy ;rg 01
Inserting Eq.(I-5) into Eq.(I-l2) and integrating with
Eq,(I-12) becomes
r2r 2^ R r^TT r 1
cosA^
- 1 -^iC-A^cosA^ ^ sinA^)
Jr-y9/^ 2^ T
' cos (//-a)
^AsinA cosA
-l+iC-AcosA + sinA)] daj dr
(1-13)
where As = kRs sin 0 cos(/(-r)
W« = kRe. sin 9
s s
Rg = radius of the disk
If we define
ZR« = A^sinA^ -¥ cosA^ -1
s s s
.ZR = AsinA + cosA -1
15
ZI* =
-A^cosA + sinA
s s s
ZI = -AcosA ^ sinA (1-14)
then the following relationships are noticed;
ZR»(r) = ZR«(r+7r)
ZR(r) = ZR(r+7r)
zi«(r) =
-zi'(r+7r)
zi(r) =
-zKr+TT)
. (1-15)
As a result, the imaginary terms in Eq.(I-13) vanishes and
Eq.(I-l3) becomes
2n2
Rg'^^R'^ r7I rr-t/3/zsin[2(cx46)]K K /l A-^
EHv = C'cos E (<X -Of )—
^cos(//- a) cos(/v-r) j
[ZR'.ZR - ZI'.Zl] dadr (1-16)
and the scattering intensity, Ij^ , is given by
16
Results
The light scattering pattern fi-om the randomly oriented
anisotropic sectors is calculated from Eqs.(I-5), (1-6) and
(1-7), using the CDC 3600 at the University Massachusetts
Computing Center. The scattering contour diagrams are
shown in Figs, (1-5) and (1-6) for different apertures of
the sector, p, and 6 values of 0*and ^5.
As the sector aperture, y(3, decreases, the scattering
pattern becomes diffused and when /Q is very small(/3=5) , it
20
is simillar to that of rods. These results are very similar
to the results obtained by Stein and Picot for the two
dimensional sheaf. Also in Fig(I-5), it is seen that when
the optic axis is oriented by 45 'with respect to the sector
radius, the scattering pattern also rotates 4$ and shows .the
90*orientation. In Fig. (I-?), the scattering intensity
at/(=45 is plotted for different values of sector aperture,
when 6 is zero. The scattering intensity curves become
smoother and show less significant maxima as the sector aperture
decreases. Again the results are similar to those for the
sheaf, except that when the sector aperture is less than
90* the scattering intensity decreases continuously and shows
no maximum. It is believed that this difference is due to
the loss of symmetry in case of sectors.
The light scattering pattern from the disk composed of
1?
sectors as shown in Fig.(I-3) are calculated from Eqs.(I-15),
(1-16) and (1-17). The scattering intensity at/<=45", when
6 is zero is shown in Fig. (1-8), and compared with that for a
homogeneous two dimensional spherulite. It is seen that two
curves are very much the same except there is little difference
at the very high scattering angles, and this tendency is the
same at other azimuthal angles. When the optic axis is orient-
ed by 45' to the radius of the sector(5=45° ) , the whole
scattering pattern rotates by 45*. The maximum scattering
intensity position correspond to the dimension of the disk,
and no significant effect of the sector structure is noticed
in the light scattering patterns.
Discussion
A theoretical model calculation has been made to predict
the scattering patterns from the focal-conics. Two dimensional
anisotropic sectors are chosen as simple models of focal-
conics. When these sectors are oriented randomly, the light
scattering patterns which are very similar to those from the
sheaves or rods , depending upon the aperture are predicted,:
When these sectors are arranged in a regular array to form a
spherulitic structure, the scattering pattern predicted is
almost the same as that for the polymer spherulites.
33
Therefore, the experimental results obtained by Jabarin and
18
Stein cannot be predicted based on these sector models.
It is believed that the small angle four-leaf clover pattern
comes from the structure which is very similar to the spherulite
while the wide angle clover pattern which is rotated by ^5 *
from the small angle pattern is the result of strong local
orientation correlation of molecules with the correlation
distance comparable with the wavelength of light. In other
words, the orientation of the optic axes inside the spheruli-
tic structure is not perfect as assumed in the light scattering
model. There is disorder of optic axes orientation as will be
discussed in CHAPTER IV, and the local orientation correlation
of this disorder is believed to be the cause of the wide angle
maxima. Further research work is needed in this direction
to understand the local orientation correlation of liquid
crystals in the^cholestric mesophase,
Kawai et al. also calculated the light scattering
pattern from the randomly oriented anisotropic sectors.
Their mathematical approach is unique in that the calculation
is performed in terms of the series expansion of the shape
factor of the scattering object, and the same result as shown
in Figs, (1-5) f (1-6) and (1-7 )» has been obtained.
19
CHAPTER II EFFECTS OF INTER-SPHERULITIC INTERFERENCE
AND TRUNCATIONS ON THE SMALL ANGLE
LIGHT SCATTERING(V^ SCATTERING)
Introduction
The small angle light scattering from the polymeric
films has teen applied to the study of the morphology of
polymers( e.g. spherulite, rod) and its change during
16,27,37
crystallization and deformation. The experimental results
have been interpreted by the model calculations based on
a single three or two dimensonal spherulite, or randomly
oriented rods.
Good qualitative agreement has been noticed between
the theory and experiments, and the single model calcula-
tions are justified if the sperulite or the rod concentra-
tion is very dilute. However, in most experimental systems,
the specimen is filled with the spherulites. As a result,
the spherulites are impinging upon each other, resulting in
the polygonal shape rather than spherical or circular.
Also there is the possibility of strong inter-spherulitic
interference effect.
Considering these discrepencies in previous theories,
the truncation and the interference effects have been
22,23
considered separately by Stein and Picot. The main effect
of truncation was found to be the broadening of the maximum
20
peak region. The possibility of changing the scattering
pattern due to inter-spherulitic interference was noticed,
using a simple interference function.
More thorough considerations of the truncation and
interference effects were attempted by calculating the
scattering intensity by computer simulation. The scattering
specimen is simulated, based on the assumption that the"
nucleation sites are randomly located, and the nucleation
is heterogenious with constant growth rate of spherulites.
Two dimensional spherulites lying in the plane perpendicular
to the incident beam with the optic axis oriented along the
radius are considered for the computational simplicity.
The scatteringCpolarizer and analyzer parallel) results
are reported here. Similar calculation for the scattering
(polarizer and analyzer crossed) will be reported by
39Prud'homme,
Theory
The amplitude of light scattering from an anisotropic
medium is given by the equation .
E = C* j" (M.O) exp[ik(r.s)j dr (II-l)
21
For the system as shown in Fig. (II-l), the scattering
amplitude can be represented as the sum of the amplitude
of scattering from the area occupied by the spherulites, E
sp
and the area surrounding these spherulites, E^^
E = E E (II-2)sp su cj
The scattering amplitude from the spherulites, Egpi can
be given by summing up the scattering amplitude from each
spherulite
E = Z.E, (II-3)
sp i V ^/
where E^ is the scattering amplitude from the ith spherulite
and from Eq.(II-l),
= /-r- ^^'2^^ exp [ik(r,j )} dr^ (Ill-i^)
where the integration is performed over the area occupied
by the ith spherulite.
As shown in Fig, (II-l),
where r . is the vector from the reference point to the
^01
22
center of the ith spherulite.
By inserting Eq,(II-5) into Eq.(II-lf),
= Jr. ^J!-?^ [^^L^oi*ri^-£] l^i
= exp [ik(r^^.s)] (M«0) exp [ ik(r^.s)) dr^
(II-6)
-!Che ar^a surrounding the spherulites can be obtained by
subtracting the area occupied by. spherulites from the whole
area. Therefore the scattering amplitude from this area, E^^
can be expressed as
exp [ik(r.£)J dr^ (11-7)
where IM^ is the induced dipole moment in the area surrounding
the spherulites. The first term in Eq.(II-7) vanishes
since there is no scattering if the medium is completely
homogeneous. The second term is identical with Eq,(II-4)
except that is replaced for , Therefore from Eqs,
(II-2),(II-3), (11-^). (II-6), and (II-7), total scattering
amplitude, E, becomes
23
= exp [ik(r^..s)J
J^.
{(M-M^)
-0
] exp [ik(rj. s)] dr.
= Z exp [ik(r^i.s)] E..
^^^^3^
where E^» =
Jp.
((M-Mg) 'O] exp [ ik(r..s)] dr. (II-9)
The Eq,(II-9) was further developed by Stein and Picot
for the truncated spherulites as shown in Fig,(II-2)
where E^^ is the amplitude scattered by the complete disk,
d.
G is ^ A
i R • i is the distance from the center of the spherulite
to the center of the ith truncation, R is the radius of the
complete disk and E (G. ,r.) is the amplitude scattered
by the ith truncation oriented at an angle with respect to the
reference axis Z, supposing that there is no overlapping
of the truncations, Eq,(II-lo) is developed for the
scattering, for which the amplitude scattered from a
17
complete disk, is given as
^^cd^v= °°^A ^VW^^ ((V<^s^ [^-''o(^) -^(V^s^
[wJ^CwHJ^CW)-!] -(o(^-Ol^) cos^
^2 [;i-J^(W)-WJ^(W)jj
(II-U)
24
where W is the reduced variable. ( 2TIR/;\)sin 9, A is the
area of the disk, J^(W) is the nth order Bessel function
of W, and a^, are the polarizabilities along the radial
and tangential direction of the spherulite. The scattering
amplitude from the truncated area/ E^(G^, T^)^
, ig given as
iTi(a.r)] d(X+ (o(^-o(^)£^ [Tj^(a.r)+ iT^. (a ,
r)) dcx)
(11-12)
wi th
bGTp(o(,r) = l/b^ [cos b-cos [bG sec(o^-r)j+ bsin b -
sec(ol-r) sin [bG sec(a-r)]) (II-I3)
Tj(0(.r) = l/b^ { sin b-sin (bG sec(o(-r)J+ bcos b +
bG sec(0(-T) cos [bGsec(o(-r)j )
and b = Wcos(//-a) (11-15)
From Eqs.(II-lO) (II-I5), the Vv scattering amplitude from
the truncated spherulite, (E. •),/ , can be expressed by the
1 Vy
real part, 2^^^, and the imaginary part, E^j
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Inserting Eq,(I-l6) into Eq,(8), the total Vy scattering
amplitude, Ey
, is given as
i (cos (k(£oi-s)j E.J sin (k(r^..s)j E.^j
(11-17)
Finally the scattering amplitude, 1„ is obtained by
where is the complex conjugate of E^
.
V * V
Computer Simulation
The nucleation site of each spherulite is chosen by
the random selection of the coordinates in two dimensional
space. Due to the limitation in computing time, 20 spherulites
were considered within a circle of 20 JU in radius.
On the assumption of the heterogeneous nucleation, each
has the same radius. Once the radius of the
spherulite is
determined, the boundary between the spherulites,i.
e.
.
the
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truncation parameter. is calculated between the spherulites
whose centers are separated by the distance shorter than
the diameter of the spherulite. In Fig.(II-3), the simulated
spherulites distribution and resulting truncations are
shovm. For such a given set of spherulites, the V
scattering intensity is calculated from Eqr.dl-lo)^ (11-18).
It is shown for a single spherulite that the scattering is
proportional to the square of the area of the spherulite.
Therefore for the purpose of comparison with single
spherulite calculation, the scattering intensity calculated
above should be normalized to that of a single spherulite
with the same area. The area of the truncated spherulite A^^,
is given
A^jj = HR^ - A^ (11-19)
where is the area of truncation, and for the single
truncation as shown before
,
1 «
A™ = - R^( 26- sin 2e) (II-20)
^ 2
The area of each spherulite is calculated from Eqs.(II-19)
and (II-20), and the average area, X^q is obtained. Then,
the normalized scattering intensity I^' is given as
These calculations are repeated for ^0 different sets of
spherulites. The normalized scattering intensity,. 1^
is averaged over these 4o sets of spherulites to eliminate
the effects of statistical fluctuations in locating the
spherulites.
Throughout these calculations, the polarizabilities. ot .f
J*
0(^t 0(3 remained constant. The effect of increasing volume
fraction and also different truncations are considered by-
increasing the value of radii of the spherulites.
Results
.
First, the effect of inter-spherulitic interference
is considered by neglecting the truncationsi that is,
each spherulite is considered as a complete disk whose
center is chosen randomly as mentioned before and shovm
in Fig,(II-3), The result is shown in Fig,(II-4) and
compared with the single disk case. It is seen that except
for the very small angle region, the normalized intensity
curve is almost the same as the scattering intensity curve for
a single spherulite.
The scattering intensity, calculated considering
both the truncations and interference is shown in Fig.(II-5)
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and (II-6). Two different values of radius of spherulite,
\/x and 3/^ were considered. As mentioned before, increasing
the radius results in more severe truncations between the
spherulites. These effects are clearly seen in Fig,(Il-5)
where the scattering intensity from the 3v^/ spherulites has
less significant maximum and minimum, compared with that of v
1}X spherulites. However it is clearly noticed that despite
the complicated effects of truncation and interference, the
normalized scattering intensities is not significantly
different in magnitude and angular variation from those of a
simple single spherulite with same of
, cr. , and d ,
I* X s
Discussion
From the results shown in Fig.(II-i|.), it is seen that
there is not any significant effect of inter-spherulitic
interference. The absence of any significant interference
effect is believed to come about as the result of random
nucleation assumption. If the truncation is neglected,
22
Eq, (11-18) is given, as shown by Stein and Picot,
= **• ^ 21 exp fikCR. ..s)]) (II-2?)
where N is the number of spherulites considered, and R. .
is the vector connecting the centers of the ith and jth
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spherulite. When the nucleation site is randomly located.
the second term in parenthesis in Eq. (11-22) becomes zero,
since there is equal probability of this term being positive
and negative. The difference noticed in
_very small angles
is believed to come about due to the fact that only those
spherulites within a circle of 20/( in radius are considered
due to the limitation on computing time. In other words, the
big disk of 20/x in radius resulted in excessive scattering
at very small angles, and this should be eliminated if a
larger area is considered. The change of scattering pattern
due to in^ter-spherulitic interference as reported by Stein
and Picot is believed to result from the interference
function they used, in which the spherulites were considered
as hard spheres which cannot be penetrated.
As shown in Figs.(II-5) and (II-6), the effects of
interference and truncation are not so significant when
normalized intensity is considered. Also it should be
noted that increasing the volume fraction of spherulites
in the field of 20yW in radius as introduced by increasing
the radius of each spherulite does not affect the change
of the scattering pattern in any significant way.
This is in contradiction with the experimental results
as obtained during the crystallization process, Experi-
16,37
mental Vy scattering patterns show a change from the
isotropic circular pattern to the oriented anisotropic
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pattern. This difference can be explained on .the ground
that the polarizability of the surroundings, d
,
depends on
the volume fraction of the spherulites, since this term
includes the contribution from the field outside the chosen
area of 20ju radius. A more thorough analysis of the nature
of the surrounding polarizability, c/^, and change in scattering
pattern and scattering intensity when the volume fraction of
the spherulites change will be considered in the next
chapter. However at this point, it is concluded that when
the correct value of surrounding polarizability, ol t is
employed, the scattering pattern calculated on the basis
of a single spherulite is not significantly different from
the scattering pattern calculated considering the truncation
and inter-spherulitic interference. This point may be
applied to the real system where the spherulites are volume
filling, and previous interpretations based on a single
two or three dimensional spherulite model ai'e justified.
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CHAPTER III LIGHT SCATTERING DURING THE
CRYSTALLIZATION OF POLYMERS
Introduction
In most polymers, the crystallization starts from the
heterogeneous nuclei, and proceeds radially outwardly, leading
to expending spheresC spherulites)
. Since the dimensions of
these spherulites are comparable with the wavelength of light
and their growth rate is fast, the small angle light scattering
experiments have proven to be a very powerful technique in
study of the morphology and kinetic^ 'd^f polymer crystallization.
When the polymer melt is cooled, the scattering
pattern which first develops is circular without any orien-
tation, and continues to intensify. Then the scattering
intensity decreases to reach a minimum after which a new pattern
develops which is extended along the polarization directs.
With H^ polarization, a weak cloverleaf pattern appears,
which continues to decrease in size, and intensify as the
crystallization further proceeds.
The H^ patterns are easily interpreted, since the clover-
leaf pattern decreases in size and its intensity increases as
the spherulite radius increases. The patterns have been
qualitatively interpreted to explain the polymer crystallization,
In the begining, the spherulites are of low crystallinity so
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that the anisotropy in spherulites is much lower than the
polarizability difference between the melt and the spherulites.
Therefore the spherulites are similar to isotropic spheres
located in the medium of different density. As a result, the
pattern is circular, which intensifies as the volume frac-
tion of spherulites increases, and then decreases to a minimum
when the field is completely filled with these nearly isotropic
spherulites. As the crystallization continues inside the
spherulites, the anisotropy increases, and therefore the
extended pattern is obtained.
However the appropriate theories which can substantiate
these experimental observations have not been avaiable.
Although the simple theories based on a single two or three
dimensional spherulite model have been successful in explain-
ing the scattering patterns, these model approaches are not
satisfactory if the volume fraction of spherulites is appre-
ciable, especially for the scattering. Since the
scattering comes not only from spherulites, but also from
isotropic medium, the total scattering intensity becomes very
complicated. As has been mentioned in Chapter II, extensive
computer simulation calculation has been restricted to small
number of spherulites due to the limittations on computing
time, and also the nature of the surrounding polarizability,
(Xg, was uncertain.
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Similar problems concerning^ isotropic spheres have been
solved successfully by Stogill.^ who applied the fluctuation
theory of Debye and Bueche in calculating the scattering
intensity from the isotropic spheres of appreciable concentra-
tions. After a long computer calculation, Sturgill has found
that if the isotropic spheres can randomly overlap, the Debye
correlation function, r (r)
, for the whole field is the same
as that for a single sphere,
Sturgill* s method can be extended to the anisotropic
spherulites, where the Debye correlation function should be
expressed as vector functions. For the mathmatical simplicity,
the problem is restricted to the two dimensional anisotropic
disks, where the optic axis is perfectly oriented along the
radius. The and scattering patterns and intensity
changes are calculated as a function of volume fraction of
spherulites in the field. The polarizab.ility of surroundings,
a_i is also defined,
s
Theory
The amplitude of scattering from the system where there
is fluctuations of electron density, p, is expressed as
E = K J /> exp (ik(r«s)j dr (III-l)
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where K is the proportionality constant and other terms have been
defined in Eq.(I.l), terms of average density the
density at any point is given as
/° = /"oM (III-2)
the quanty being a measure of the density fluctuation.
Then. Debye and Bueche showed that the scattering intensity.
If -can be given as
I = E.E = K"^
By introducing the Debye correlation function, y(r)
. which
can be defined as
the scattering intensity from the isotropic medium where the
correlation function is independent of orientation, is given
as
I = tf vjr(r) exp (;ik(r.s)]dr (III-5)
9 —?, ,oo sin hr ^
dr^TT YL'^ V j r (r) ^ r^ dr (III-6)
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where is the average square fluctuation and h is the
phase factor given by, h = ^TT(sin 0/2)/ A .
Sturglll applied this fluctuation theory to calculate
the scattering intensity from isotropic spheres which can
overlap randomly. The correlation function. r(r). obtained
from Eq.(III-4) by a long computer caculation has been found
to be almost the same for all sphere concentrations as that
30for a single sphere given as
where R is the radius of the sphere. The average square fluc-
tuation depends upon sphere concentration, and therefore the
scattering intensity changes accordingly from Eq.(III-6).
The amplitude of scattering from an anisotropic system
is given by Eq,(I-l) as
E = C J (M.O) exp(ik(r.s)j dr (III-8)
Comparing Eq.(III-8) with Eq.(III-l), it is noticed that
the anisotropic system can be treated similarly by the fluc-
tuation theory if one recognizes that the term, (M.O), which
is similar to p in Eq.(III-l), depends upon the orientation
of volume elements inside spherulites. In this respect,
Eq,(III-8) can be rewritten as
.36
E = C j6M exp [ik(r.s)]dr (III-9)
and 5(r) 5 vM.O) (III-lC)
Eq,(III-9) is further developed by the fluctuation theory
for the and scattering
i» scattering
With polarization, from Eq,(I-3) and (1-4) the term, (M.O),
is given as
^^'^hy = i^o^^r"°H;^^^^ (III-U)
where c( is the angle between the optic axis and the polariza-
tion direction of the incident beam. When the volume element
is in the isotropic field surrounding spherulites, there is
no scattering. Therefore 6", defined in Eq.(III-lO) is zero.
When the volume element is inside spherulites, <5 is given
by Eq.(III-ll). The average of 6 for the volume elements
inside spherulites, (S^ is given by
(0^ -Of. ) f sin 2a da
T = o^ ^ >^ Q = 0 (111-12)O sp 2 TT
Therefore the average value of 6 for the whole. fieldi 6» is
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also zero. Therefore the fluctuation of from the average
defined similarly as in Eq.(lil-2) by
"l- ^ - ^
. (III.13)
is zero for the volume elements in the isotropic field. And
for the volume elements inside the spherulites, the fluctua-
tion of (St T^sp* is given by
1
r[sp = - ^o^V^^^ 20( (III-14)
^erefore the average square fluctuation for the H scattering,
2
^
T|j^ is ^iven by
^ 2TT
= H^E/(cX^-a^)2 (III-15)
where <J is the volume fraction of spherulites in the field.
Since Eq, (III-9) can be developed in the same way as
done for Eq.(III-l), the scattering intensity, I^^, is given
similar to Sq.(III-5) by
\ " ^*^T.h/ j r(r) exp[ik(r.s)j dr (III-16)
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= /T(r) exp[ik(r.s)) dr
(III-17)
According to Sturgill's results, the correlation function.r(r)
.
can be obtained from Eqs.(III-4) and (III-U) by performing
"
the integration in Eq.(IIl-4) over only one spherulite, if the
spherulites are randomly located. In that case. Eq.(IIl-if)
can be calculated numerically,
b, scattering
With polarization, the term, (M«0) is given by
(M.O)v^ = ( (o(^-o(^)cos2(X'»' 0(^] (III-18)
Therfore, the value of 6 in Eq,(III-9) is given by Eq,(III-i8),
if the volume elements are inside spherulites, and it is given
l>y
^m^o' ^m the polarizability of the isotropic field
outside spherulites, if the volume elements are outside spheru-
lites. Then, the average value of for the whole field, 6, is
given by
CT = E (l-(^)Ol^ ojgl^ r t tj
° 27r
= E^(l-cj))Oj^ """^^^ (III-19)
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Therefore for the volume elements inside spherulites, the
fluctuation of 6, f^^^t is given by
T^sp = ^o l^C^r^t^oos^a-^ ^t)' ^
= [( cos%(- |-)(oi^-o(^) + (l-cf>)(0(^-Cl^)J (III-20)
and the fluctuation outside spherulites,!^^, is given by
1m = =oV^=*' ^0 [^(V"t' -OtJ (III-21)
Therefore the average square fluctuation for the whole field,
""2
y|Y^, can be obtained by
2li 2
^2 dCX
(III-23)
In Eq,(III-23). it is found that the first term shows the
contribution from density fluctuation, and the second term
is due to the orientation fluctuation.
As shown in scattering, the Vy scattering intensity, ly^,
can be obtained by
I 40
J
r (r) exp [ik(r.s) ] dr (III-24)
In Eq. (Ill-aii-)
,
the scattering intensity dependence on volume
fraction of spherulites is clearly noticed.
Also the correlation function, r(r), is calculated in the same
way as done for the scattering, from Eqs,(III-20), and .
(III-4).
Results
a. scattering
The correlation function, 7(r), for the H scattering and
— ^ V
scattering intensity, Ij^v' ^^®^^lculated from Eqs.ClII-J^),
(III-l^), and (III-I7) "by numerical calculations and the
computer programs are shown in Appendix( III )
,
The correlation function is shovm in Fig(III-l), and it is seen
that the correlation function for the anisotropic system
depends upon not only the -separation distance but also the
angle d. , which the separation vector r, makes with respect
to the polarization direction. The scattering intensity
is plotted in Figs(III-2) and (III-3), and it is found that
these results are in good agreement with those obtained from the
model calculation. As expected from Eq.(III-l4), the correla-
tion function is independent of the volume fraction of spheru-
in
lites. ,Also. as shown in Flg(ni-l). the correlation l^anot^on
can be expressed as a single function of « and r/R. for all
volume fractions of spherulites. As a result, the shape of
the scattering pattern is also independent of spherulite
concentration, but the size and intensity are changing as
the number of spherulites per unit volume. N^. and the radius
of spherulite. R, vary. This relationship can be shown
from Eq.(III-l7) as follows.
In Eq.(III-l7), for two-dimensional spherulites.
^^V^"^) (111-25)
If one replaces r with p by
p = r/R
Eq,(III-l7) can be expressed by
V " l^'\^(°'r-S^^^^^s^^ j ^ [ikR(E-S)] dcf p dp
= ^'X^CV^t^^^ ^s^^ \ ^ [iWpcos(^-a)]dc^ pdp
(III-26)
The integration over p needs to be done up to p=2, since
the correlation function is zero, when p> 2 as shown in
Fig, (III-i), As has been mensioned,
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correlation function expressed as a function of p is
the same for all volume fractions of spherulites. Therefore,
the integration term in Eq.(lII-26) can be uniquely defined as
the function of W and
^,
I^^. Then Eq.(26) is further simplied
to "be given by
where K* = ^^'^E
8 o
The exact expression for can be obtained by comparing
^ 17
with the results obtained based on a complete disk model, since
both results show the same scattering pattern. Therefore
I^^ is found to be given as
1°^= ^ 1^2-
2J^(W) - WJ^(W)] 2sin^2/i (III-28)
where and indicate the zero and first order Bessel
functions,
Eq,(III-27) is valid for all volume fractions of spherulites
in the field, and the scattering pattern during the crystal-
lization of polymers can be interpreted by Eq,(III-27).
b. scattering
For the scattering, scattering intensity change during
the crystallization of polymers is complicated' as shown in
^3
the expression for the average square fluctuation in Eq.(Iil-23)
The average square fluctuation is plotted in Fig.(lli-4),
as a function of volume fraction of cpherulites for several
combinations of (o( -w ), and ( a ^ni ) Ao r.^^
r m * ^ rf^* ^ -^^ shown, the average
square fluctuation, and therefore the scattering intensity as
related shown in Eq.(III-24) goes through maxirnum in certain
cases. More careful consideration of Eq,(IIl-23) indicates
that the scattering intensity goes through maximum when the
polarizability of the isotropic field(e.g, supercooled melt)
has the value that is not between the polarizabilities along
the radial and tangential direction of the spherulite
(i.e.
^^r'^m^^^t'^^ ^- ^^^^ is the case for most experi-
ments of polymer crystallization.
In contrast to the case, where the correlation function
and the shape of scattering pattern are independent of the
spherulite concentration, it is expected from Eq,(III-20)
that the correlation function and therefore the the shape
of scattering pattern is very much dependent upon the volume
fraction of spherulites for the Vy scattering.
Eq. (111-20) can be rewritten as
= ( cos%( (al^-cl^) * . d.^'j (III-29)
where =(j>( ^y-^) + (l-(J>)o( (III-30)
The correlation function is shown in Figs(III-5), (III-6),
and (III-7) for several values of (Of^-d,^), while ioi^-d^)
remains constant, which shows the effect of spherulites volume
fraction. For the bulk crystallization, the supercooled melt
has lower polarizability than o(^, or d^. Therefore as the
spherulites volume fraction increases, increases and
(cV^-of^) decreases. When the spherulites are volume filling,
from Eq.(III-30) and (III-29),
E
=
-f (0(j.-0(^) cos2a (III-31)
Therefore, the correlation function is given as the ^5
rotation of the correlation function as shown in Fig,(III-7).
And the pattern is predicted to be a cloverleaf pattern
with 90* orientation. At the early, stage of crystallization,
(0(^-0^) is much bigger than ia^-C^) as in Fig,(III-5).
In that case, the correlation function is very close to that
of isotropic spheres as given by Eq.(III-7). Therefore,
circular scattering pattern is predicted. - As the
spherulites volume fraction increases, (^^-%) decreases
as shown in Fig.(III-6). Then the correlation function
^5
as shown in Fig..ClII.6) shows slight anisotropy. and the
scattering pattern is also slightly extended along the pola-
rization direction, as shov/n in Fig.dn.g)
It can be also shown that the shape of the scattering
pattern calculated by the fluctuation theory is the same
as that obtained from the model calculation when the polari-
zability, o(g. is given by defined by Eq. (111-30).^
Therefore the total intensity function for the
scattering can be developed, combining the fluctuation
17theory with the model calculation.
Since the correlation function is obtained from Eq,(III-i|)
where the integration is restricted over one spherulite, the
denominator is replaced by irj^gpCTTR^) in calculating the the
and correlation functions as shown before. Therefore
from Eqs.(III-2i^), (III-20), and (III-30), can be given
by
f) TTR^/r(r) exp [ikCr.s)] dr
n^s'p^'
iJ%T> dr } (III-32)
2^2
sp
2(111-33)
where o(j^ = <*(«^+ o(^)/2 * (u.^),;, 33 .j^j.^^^ Eq.dH-jo).
Discussion
The and light scattering patterns have been
calculated as a function of volume fraction of spherulites
in the field. It is found that the fluctuation theory
predicts the experimental result in detail as observed during
the crystallization of polymers. Also the complicated
equations which need to be calculated numerically, can be
replaced by simple ones, combining the fluctuation theory
with the analytically computable model calculations. This
is very useful, especially for the scattering, since the
surrounding polarizability is well defined, and also the
intensity contribution from the isotropic medium is included.
It is also found that the experimental patterns
which are usually extended along the polarization direction
can be explained if the spherulites are not completely volume-
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filling. If the spherulites are completely volume filling,
two lobes which are perpendicular to each other are expected
to have the same intensity.
The theory presented here is a strictly two dimensional
analysis, and extension to the three dimension would be possi-
ble without much difficulty. Also it has been assumed that
the anisotropy remains constant, while the volume fraction
of spherulites is increasing. In real system, this assumption
would not be valid, but this difference would not change
the interpretation of light scattering during crystallization
of polymers in a significant way. Also it would be possible
to determine the value of spherulite anisotropy during crystal-
lization, if the absolute scattering intensity is measured.
Among the four variables which are changing during the
crystallization process, namely, size, number, crystallinity , -
and crystal disorder of spherulites, the size can be determined
from the peak position of pattern. Therefore, if the absolute
intensity of the scattering maximum, and the shape and
absolute maxium scattering intensity of pattern are measured,
it would be possible to determine the remaing three variables.
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CHAPTER IV SCATTERING OF LIGHT BY DISORDERED SPHERULITES
Introduction
The light scattering patterns from polymer films
have been interpreted to result from the superstructure such
as spherulites, into which the crystals are arranged with
certain order. Theories of light scattering based on two^2r
16
three dimensional perfect spherulites have been successful in
predicting the qualitative features of small angle light
scattering patterns. In these perfect spherulites, it is
assumed that the crystals are oriented making a definite angle
with respect to the spherulite radius. However, the quanti-
tative studies by photometric experiments showed a difference
from the theoretical predictions in threie important aspects?
The theory predictsi (1) more rapid intensity decrease with
angle at larger angles and almost zero scattering intensity
at wide angles (2) less scattering at very small angles,
(3) a greater azimuthal angle dependence of scattering intensi-
ty than is experimentally found.
These differences are easily understood, noticing the
fact that in reality, the spherulites are partially crystalline
and crystalline lamellae are twisted and branched, therefore
possibly possessing internal density and orientation fluctu-
ations. It is shown by Stein et al. that the largest contribu^
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tion to the light scattering is from orientation fluctuat^^Ai? >
The theoretical analysis of orientation fluctuations inside
the spherulites was first attempted, by Wilson et al. , who
adopted a model for correlated crystal growth based on two
dimensional circular lattice cells with only two orientation
states allowed for the cells. This model was further extended
by Stidham, who considered the orientation fluctuation by building
larger number of square lattice cells with four orientation
states allowed in each cell. Both analyses were able to predict
the uniform decrease of scattering intensity with increasing
scattering angles at wide angles, which is observed experimen-
tally. However, due to the limitted small number of orientation
states allowed within the lattice cells, and neglecting the
fact that the crystal orientations are strongly correlated with
respect to the spherulite radius, the small angle light scatter-
ing pattern such as the four-leaf clover pattern in the HV
scattering could not be predicted.
Another line of attempts to take into account these
18
differences were made by Keijzers, van Aartsen, and Prins,
who considered the total scattering to be a sum of perfect
spherulitic scattering and random orientation fluctuation
scattering. Although this model is simple in mathematical
analysis, the predictions have not been adequate in describing
the experimental results, especially the azimuthal angle
93
dependence of scattering intensity, as discussed by Chu.
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This type of "composite model" has been further extended
by Chu, who considered the non-spherulitic part by the non-
random fluctuation theory, to find ti-.at the quantitative
description of experimental results still unachievable.
More specific models, originating the deviation from the
perfect spherulite to the disorder of crystal orientation
has been proposed by Stein and Chu. In these models, the
crystal orientations are conceived to fluctuate around a
definite angle with respect to the spherulite radii with
exponential correlation. Considerations of simple cases
where the disorder occurs in the radial direction or in the
angular direction only have been computed. It is found that
excess scattering in the small angle part is due to the angular
disorder, while the excess scattering at large angles is due
to the radial disorder. It is certain that inreal spherulites
the disorder is affected in both angular and radial correlation
However the mathmatical complexities prevent this model from
quantitative description of scattering patterns.
An alternate approach to the light scattering by dis-
ordered spherulites is proposed to achieve the quantitative
description of the light scattering pattern. The spherulites
divided into circular lattice cells are built by computer
simulation, such that the crystal orientation in the lattice
cells fluctuate from the perfect orientation, correlated with
its neighbors. The light scattering patterns a:nd average
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birefringence are calculated from such spherulites and- compared
with the experimental results.
The Model
The orientation of the optic axis vector a of a unaxial
crystal with respect to the spherulite radius is described by
the angles
^
and u> defined in Fig.(IV-l). The considerations
are restricted to two dimensional spherulites lying in the YZ
plane perpendicular to incident beam which is propagating in
the X direction. The equation describing the scattering
1?
amphlitude is given as developed previously
Ejj^ = 1/2 C {cosp^l (cos^^ - sin^p cos^oo) sin 2cl
sin2^ cos(0 cos2o(J sin^2[si^^ sin2u) sincx
-sin2|3 sinu)coso(jj exp[ik(r-s)j dr (IV-1)
Ey^ = CE^J |cos|0^ C (o(^-0f2)(cos|3 coso^ - sin^ coswsino? )^
^2 "
^sj ^^^Pl C (^2"^1^ ^^^'^ ' sin^ coscusino(
)
( ein^ sincu)J| exp ik(r- s)] dr (lV-2)
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Where C = C (.^-.^)e^,.^,,,
polarizabilities
along and perpendicular to the optic axis and surrounding
polarizability. is the incident field strength, k = 27rA,
X is the wavelength of light in the medium, s = s' - s. s
and s' being the unit vector along the incident and scattered
cos
= COS e/Ccos^e^ sin^e sinV)^'^^
cos
= cos 0/(cos^O4 sin^e 003^^^)^^ (IV-3)
(1) When the Optic Axis Twist Angle, uj is Zero
When <o is zero, Eqs,(IV-l) and (IV-2) reduce to
= -(C/2) coSyOpI f (cos 2)8 sin 2ol'fsin 2fi cos 20()V •'r=0'^o(=0 '
exp [ik(r«s)J dr (IV-4)
R 2
exp [ik(r-s) J dr (IV-<)
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a. Scattering from Perfect Spherulite
When the crystal orientation vlth respect to the radius
is the same everywhere in the spherulites, that is
^ ^o^9o\
Eqs,(IV-4), (IV-5) reduces to
= C cos
f>^
sin 2/4 (rVw^)[2 - 2J^( W)-WJ^ ( W) ]
Ey^= 2 C« cos^3^(rVw2) [{ci^-c(^){l.J^W)
* (^-^g) WJ^(W) - (o(2-o(^) cos2;u{2(l-J^(W))- WJ^(W)Jj
(IV.6)
where W = kR sin 0 and J^(W) and J^(W) are the zero and
first order Bessel functions,
b. Disordered Spherulite
The spherulite is divided into lattice cells as shown
in Fig,(IV-2), and the optic axis orientation defined by (3^
in the i cell are represented as a sum of perfect orientation
angle p^, and orientation disorder angle Ap^,
The light scattering amplitude from a spherulite divided into
lattice cells is obtained, simply replacing integral in
5^
Eqs.(IvJ+) and ( IV-5 ) by a summation over all lattice cells.
When ^^is 90'
,
as shovm by Keller for the polyethylene
spherulites. Eqs.(IVJ+), (IV-5) beccine.
= 'C/a cos^2
^
sin[2((y.*Ap.)J exp [ ik(r. • s) J
\ = C cos f>^ ^ C(^i-«2) sin2(c.>^^). ^ c^.rtjexp [ikC
and r^- s = r^ sin 6 cos (/^-Of^) (IV-8)
The scattering I, is given by, ;
I = E • E (lV-9)
where E is the complex conjugate of the ampltude, E.
Also the effect of spherulite size distribution can b(
considered, following the method of Stein and Stidham
,
1(0) =
J
I(e.a) P(a) da / JP(a) da (IV-lo)
where 1(9) is the scattering intensity at scattering angle 0,
1(0, a) is the scattering intensity at angle 6 by the sphrulite
with radius a, P(a) is the spherulite size distribution
function and for Gaussian distribution,
P(a) = exp [- ( ^—^ )^j (IV-U)
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Eqs.(IvJ+) and (IV-5 ) by a summation over all lattice cells.
When^^is 90"
.
as shown by KellerW the polyethylene
spherulites, Eqs.(IVJ+), (iV-5) become,
E„^
= -^0/2 cos^2 21 sin[2(cy.4Ap.)j exp [ ik(r . • s) j
\ = tl ^ C^^-«2^ sin^Cc..^^^.). ^ c^-cjexp Cik(
and r^- s = sin 0 cos(/(-of^) (IV-8)
The scattering I, is given by, i
I = E • E*
where E is the complex conjugate of the ampltude, E,
Also the effect of spherulite size distribution can be
considered, following the method of Stein and Stidham
,
1(9) = Jl(e.a) P(a) da/|P(a) da (lY-lo)
where 1(0) is the scattering intensity at scattering angle 6.
1(0, a) is the scattering intensity at angle 6 by the sphrulite
with radius a, P(a) is the spherulite size distribution
function and for Gaussian distribution,
a ~ a 2
P(a) = exp [- ( ) J (IV-11)
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where a is the average radius of spherulites, and b is the
half-width of the distribution function.
c. Disorder of Crystal Orientati on
For many crystalline polymer systems, it is found
experimentally that the orientation correlation function f(r)
may be fitted by the empirical exponential function!
f(r) = exp(-r/a) (IV-12)
where f(r) = 3<cos^ 9. - 1
2
Q^. is the angle between the optic axis of ith volume element
and that of jth which is separated by distance r and a is
correlation distance. This type of orientation correlation
29has been explained theoretically by Stein using the lattice
model. The orientation of optic axis in the lattice cells
differ with that of the adjacent cells separated by distance
d, hy -t-S or -5 as shown in Fig.(IV-3), It is found that in
the one dimensional lattice model, the correlation distance a
can be represented by
a = d /C2 6^) (IV-13)
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To disoribe the disorder of crystal orientation, a two
dimensional spherulite is divided into circular lattice cells
as shovm in Fig.(IV-2). For this type of two dimensional
lattice model, it is assumed that the disorder angle Ap differs
with the average disorder of adjacent cells which are already
filled by S or
-5. Further to avoid the formation of domains
whose orientation is too far away from the perfect orientation,
it is assumed that the farther away the crystal orientation,
the greater the tendency to return to the original orientation
becomes.
The disorder of orientation in the lattice cell, Ap
is determined in the following way.
First, the spherulite of a given radius is divided into
the lattice cells with the same dimension 1, in the tangential
and radial direction so that all the lattice cells have
almost the same area. The orientation fluctuation , is
assigned from the innermost layer. The way of assigning the
lattice cells proceeds clock- or counterclockwise in a conti-
nuous way until all the cells in the layer are filled.
On proceeding to the next layer, the first cell to be assigned
is chosen by random selection. The same process is repeated
until all the lattice cells are filled. The fluctuation,
,
in the lattice celKe.g. cell(3) in Fig.(IV-2)) deviates from
the average fluctuation of the average fluctuation of the
nearest neighbors which have already been filledCe.g. cell (1)
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and (2)) by the angle 5 in either the positive or negative
direction. The probability to go to the positive or negative
direction is determined by the probability rule such that
the optic axis orientation has the tendency to return to
perfect orientation. This tendency increases as the fluctuation
of the neighboring cells gets greater. The probability to
go to the positive direction by 6 , is assumed to be
^
P-^ = 0.5 4 0.5 exp(C^Xo)] when <0
P+
= 0.5 - 0.5 (l - exp(-CiXo)) when Xo>0
(IV-14)
where x^ is the average fluctuation of neighboring cells( cells
(1) and (2)) divided by §, and is the parameter which
determines the rate which the optic axis tends to return to
the perfect orientation.
After the process of describing the disorder,^ of each
lattice cell is finished, the light scattering intensities are
calciilated from Eqs. (IV-8) and (IV-9). This procedure is
repeated several times and the scattering intensities are
averaged to eliminate the effects of statistical fluctuations.
First, two special cases of disorder in the radial
direction and disorder in the angular direction are considered.
For this purpose, one dimensional orientation fluctuation
in the radial or angular direction is determined, and AjS values of
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the rest of lattice cells are determined according to their
angular or radial position in the spherulite. The H scattering
intensities along W(equal kRsin0 ) a.^= are shoL in Figs.
(IV.4) and (IV-5), compared with scattering curves of the
perfect spherulite. The
.aximun intensities are matched by
multiplying the disorder case by the factor indicated.
The excess scattering at small angles due to an^lar disorder
and excess scattering at wide angles due to radial disorder
are in good agreement with the analytical results of Chu and
Stein. The size of the lattice cells is represented by
M, which is the number of lattice cells along the radius of
a spherulite. In Figs. (IV.6) and (IV-7), scattering
intensities calculated from the lattice model as described
previously are shown for different disorder parameters, 6.
The higher order maxima are eliminated since spherulite dis-
tribution smoothens out these maxima. Excess scattering at
small and' wide angles relative to the peak intensity, and
less significant azimuthal angle dependence of scattering
intensity are reproduced. Also it is seen that the peak
intensity in scattering decreases as the disorder increases.
The scattering intensities are shown in Figs (IV-8) and
(IV-9), It is seen that as disorder increases, the scattering
peak predicted for perfect spherulite( 6=0) becomes less
significant, while there is rapid build-up of intensity at
very small angles.
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It has been found experimentally that the quantitative
light scattering patterns depend upon the crystallization condi-
tions. Such a comparision is made for the polyethylene films
prepared by different cooling rate. For the slowly cooled
sample, the melt is allowed to be cooled by the natural cooling
rate of the press, while for the quenched sample, the polymer
melt between the copper plates is plunged into the dry-^ice-methanol
bath. The relative scattering intensity from both samples are
shown in Fig.(IV-io).
Therefore for the quantitative analysis of experimental data,
the disorder parameter should be determined for each sample.
For this purpose, calibration curves relating the disorder para-
meter to the intensity drop ratio relative to the peak intensity
(Ipj /X=45)) along W at >u=45, and along// at W=4 are shown
V
in Figs(IV-ll) and (IV-12). Also the decrease of peak intensity
due to disorder is shown in Fig,(IV-l3). One simple example of
fitting the experimental scattering curve is shown in Fig.(IV-l4)
for the slowly cooled polyethylene film. The disorder parameter
fi=0,22 was chosen by taking the experimental value of
Ijr (W=4)/It, (W=15), and using the calibration curve shown in
v V
Fig,(IV-ll), The scattering curve was then somewhat modified
by considering the truncation effects which will be discussed later.
Another important aspect of disorder of crystal orientation
in spherulites is that the spherulite birefringence, A, decreases
as the disorder increases. This is well illustrated in that
the spherulite birefringence as experimentally measured is always
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much lower than. expected from the intrinsic crystal birefringence.
A^. It can be explained by the following relationship,
where A° = n -
c c 2
f = 3<cos^p> - 1
^ 2 (IV-16)
<f)^ is the crystallinity and n^, n^, are the refractive indices
along the radial and tangential direction of the spherulite,
and n^, n^^. n^ are the refractive indices along the c, a, and
b crystal axis. When p^is 90", from Eqs.(IV-7) and (IV-I5)
it can be shown,
2
Eq,(IV-17) is easily calculated from this lattice model,
and the decrease of spherulites birefringence due to disorder
is shown in Fig.(IV-15).
(2) Case of Twisting angle(ao) Fluctuation
In this case,
^
is fixed at 90*'anda)is allowed to fluctuate.
When ^ is 90', Eq.(IV-l) becomes
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1 r ?
^ 2^
^C^^fz^ ^o.)sin20( + sinp2 sinScOj, sino(.j
expfikfr^'s)] (IV-18)
The above equation is obtained in the same way as
before, replacing z:^ in the lattice cells with co. Since
there is no preferential orientation for the twisting angle,
equal probability, |, is assumed to fluctuate by 6 or -5.
The H^scattering results are shown in Fig,(IV-l6), It is
seen that twisting angle fluctuation has little effect on
light scattering pattern when
^
is 90I
(3) Case of Random Orientation of uo
In this case, p and oi are both fluctuating, but the co
fluctuation is so rapid that ud can be approximated to be random
2 ' 2 1in the lattice cells. Then cos oJ and sin ua become and
sintoand cos^oJ become zero. Therefore Eq,(IV-l) becomes
Ej^^ = I C 2: (cos ^^2£££^^LI-1 sin2o<^jexp [ik(r^.s)J
(IV-19)
The result?^ are similar to those of Case (1) and the cali-
bration curves are shown in Figs,(IV-17) and (IV-18) and (IV-I9).
One sample program used in previous calculations are given in
Appendix(IV)
.
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Discussion
Three different cases of disorder of crystal orientation
have been considered, concerning their effects on the light
scattering pattern. As shown in Case(2). the fluctuations in
twisting angle to has little effect on light scattering.
It is found that Cased ) which assumes the twisting angle
is zero, and Case(3) which assumes the u) is random in the
lattice cells predict quite well the experimental observations.
However Cased ) is not realistic, since it means that the
lamellae shoud be straight. In this respect, Case(3) is more
favored in interpreting the experimental results.
23
As has been mentioned by Stein and Picot, the effect of
spherulite truncation should be considered in the quanti-
tative analysis of light scattering intensities. These
aspects have been thoroughly studied by Prud'homme.
It is found that truncation has little effect on the scattering
angle(e) dependence at jJl- 45*, but it has significant effect
on the azimuthal angle dependence, especially at fJ- 0°, or 90
T
Also the effect of secondary scattering is significant
for thick samples, as clearly indicated by the fact that as
sample thickness increases, the scattering pattern becomes
more diffused. Without any appropriate theories available
at present to account for the secondary scattering effect,
it is felt that any attempts to interpret the light scattering
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experiments quantitatively should be limitted to very thin
samples.
The present lattice model of disordered spherulites
can be extended to predict the change of light scattering
pattern due to deformation. As the spherulites undergo
deformation, the disorder of crystal orientation should change
1 7 28due to the crystal reorientation processes. In this respect,
the analysis of static, dynamic and relaxation light scattering
experiments should be interpreted, taking into account the
significant effect of spherulite disorder.
CHAPTER V PHOTOMETRIC LIGHT SCATTERING STUDY OF
QU-ENCHED AND ANNEALED POLYETHYLENE FILMS
Introduction
The change of crystalline morphology, encountered
upon annealing the polyethylene film which has been crystal-
lized^by rapid quenching, has been extensively studied by
Tanaka using the rheo-optical techniques. The dynamic x-ray
and birefringence studies clearly showed that the deformation
processes in these samples are strikingly different, although
there is only slight increase( about 5?^) in crystallinity due to
annealing,
,
In quenched samples, the crystals are relatively free to
change their orientation without restrictions imposed by the
spherulitic superstructure. Therefore the crystal orientation
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is similar to that of floating rods. In annealed samples, the
crystal orientation is restricted by the spherulitic superstructure.
Therefore the positive b axis orientation is observed at low
temperature and high dynamic frequency.
Light scattering patterns from both samples showed the
presence of spherulitic structure as shown in Fig,(V-5),
Therefore, it is believed that the crystals in quenched samples
are arranged with spherulitic order, but this order is not
strong, so that the crystals can orient without .restrictions.
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On the other hand, the crystals in annealed samples are
believed to be in better arranged spherulitic order.
As has been described in detail in CHAPTER IV. the ordei
Of crystal orientation inside spherulites can be easily studied
by measuring the intensity distribution of the scattering.
The larger the disorder of crystal orientation, the azimuthal
angle variation of 1^^ intensity becomes less significant,
and 1^^ intensity at large scattering angles becomes more
significant. For this purpose, photometric light scattering
intensity is measured from both samples, and the disorder of
crystal orientation is compared.
Experiments
a. Sample preparation
Two special research samples of low density polyethylene
provided by Monsanto Company have been used, one of them
being the same sample that Tanaka^used in the dynamic x-ray
studies, Tanaka sample has a melt index of 7.0 with number
and weight average molecular weights of 1.67x10^ and 6.20x10^.
Another sample is P.E. Grade 8011 having a melt index of 2.9
with number and weight average molecular w. ight of 1.38xl0^and
1.72x10^.
Pellets of polyethylene were melted at a pressure of
p
10,000 p.s.i, at 155 C, The samples were then removed from
the press and plunged into a dry-ice-methanol bath.
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Some samples of quenched films were annealed by reheating
to 95'C for 2 hrs. for the Tanaka sample, and k2 and 110 hrs.
for P.E. 8011 between the press without any pressure.
Then they were allowed to cool to room temperature at the natural
cooling rate of the press.
b. Photometric light scattering measurements
The scattering intensity was measured, using the dynamic
light scattering apparatus described by Hashimoto^^without any
strain imposed on the sample. The 1^ intensity was measured
V
along the scattering angle at M=l^5*
, and along the azimuthal
angle at the maximum scattering angle.
Results
For the Tanaka sample, the variation of Ij^^ intensity
with 6 at /^=45*and the variation of Jvr 'intensity with^uat
V
the maximum scattering angle are shown in Figs(V-l) and (V-2).
It is seen that the variation of 1^ intensity with ju is less
significant in the annealed sample, and also the chanp-e
drops more slowly with B in the annealed sample.
For P.E, 8011, longer annealing time was required to see the
difference. However, the trend is the same as the Tanaka sample,
and as the annealing time increased, more difference was noticed.
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Discussion
The photometric light scatterinf results clearly show
that there is more disorder of crystal orientation in the
annealed sample. At first, this seems contradictory to the
results of Tanaka. However, the light scattering results
indicate that the crystals produced during annealing have
different orientation from the crystals already present in the
quenched sample, and the following interpretation is proposed.
In the quenched sample, the crystals are arranged with
spherulitic order, and during anr.saling, the crystallization
proceeds inside these spherulites, unrestricted by the
spherulitic order. Therefore, the overall disorder of crystal .
orientation inside spherulites increases. And since the
newly formed crystals tend to connect the already present crystals
the crystal orientation is more restricted, by the spherulitic
superstructure.
It is felt that other experiments such as electron micro-
scopy, micro x-ray diffraction, etc, would be also desirable
to substantiate the explanations given above.
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PART II WIDE ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING
CHAPTER VI AN IMPROVED MODEL FOR CRYSTALLINE
ORIENTATION OP SPEERULITIC POLYl^lERS*
Introduction
An objective in our understanding of the behavior of
crystalline polymers is to predict the change in crystal
orientation occurring upon stretching. Early theories
such as the floating-rod model of Kratl^y assumed that
crystal orientation could be pi*edicted on the assumption
that the crystals were initially randomly oriented and im-
bedded in a continuous matrix which underwent affine defor-
mation. While these theories approximately predicted the .
orientation of the c crystal axis(the chain axis), they were
not satisfactory in predicting the details of the orientation
behavior and not able to account for differences in the orien-
tation of the a and b axis. They were quite inadequate in
their attempts to predict the reversible small strain orien-
tation observed in dynamic x-ray diffraction exneriments.
A major step forward was made by Wilchinsky who considered
the occurrence of crystals in spierulites and attempted to
account for their orientation in terms of a deformation model
Adapted in part from the paper prepared for publication by
Do Y. Yoon, C. Chang and R. S. Stein
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of these spherulites. The direct observation 'ol spherulite
deformation has been made experimentally. The model of
Wilchinsky has been elaborated^l^ntv'er1i^kl^i^3.62^
^^^^^^^^^
to introduce various mechanisms of crystal reorientation
within spherulites to account for differences among various
polymers.
For many polymers at small deformations, the change in
spherulite shape is close to affine. Polyethylene spherulites
are negatively birefringent and have their c crystal axes
directed perpendicularly to the radius in the undeformed
state, and the ^ ^axi
s^
parallel to the radius. It was pointed
out by Sasaguri, et al. that if the b axis remained radial
during deformation, this axis should orient parallel to the
stretching direction and the chain axis should orient perpen-
dicular to the stretching direction. Indeed, this mechanism
was employed to account for the initial negative birefringence
found with annealed samples of the higher poly-a-olefins at «
46
low elongations. To account for the birefringence becoming"
o
positive at the higher elongations, at higher temperatures, or
with quenched samples, it was realized that some mechanisms
of crystal reorientation within the spherulites must be
introduced to allow the c axes to turn around and orient parel-
lel to the stretching direction.
46
At first, unfolding of folded chain crystals was proposed.
We now feel that this mechanism is not important at low elonga-
tions and is probably only significantuat strains where the
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spherulite itself is destroyed. Additional mechanisms of
twisting of lamellae about their b axe^and tilting of chains
within th. lamellae about the crystal a llil^ere introduced.
These processes are illustrated in Pig.( vi-3), it is evident
that these processes occur to a different extent in different
parts of the spherulites. The lamellae twisting process would
predominate in the equatorial part of the spherulite( at a=90°
in Fig. (VI-2)) where the strain is perpendicular to the lamellar
axis. In the unstretched state, the twist angle of the chain
axis about' the lamellae, tu, is random. Upon stretching, the "
chains tend to preferentially orient parallel to the stretching
direction, close to a)=0,or n. A two-dimensional orientation
function m u) was introduced
E " 2 <cos^a.)>g^^ - 1 (VI-1)
which was zero for random orientation and approached unity
with stretching. An empirical equation was assumed for g
g = 1 - exp^-Ti(x^2 - /,2^)sin^oj (VI-2)
where ri is an adjustable parameter and and ^2 sire extension
ratios in the Zt stretching) and Y(transverse) directions.
Uniaxial orientation was assumed so that the extension ratio
X-j^ in the X(normal) direction was the same as X2« The factor
2
sin a accounts for the angular dependence of the process within
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-ain is pa.aXXea to
..e Xa.eUae an.
..e.e
.3 no .r.^^,
rorce ror
..e tw.st process,
.^^o', process
ropert. „..e.
.3 a .easu.e 0. t.e ccpXiance
.or la^eXlae
twisting. The la-pcroT» *i 4--u6 xn rger ti, the greater the extent of h-vthe process.
value becomes s.alle.,
.0. e.a.pXe wit. ino.easea annealing
o. a sample.
..e E,.(VX-a) is unaouUe.X, o.er si.pXi.ieatinbut a .ore eXaborate
.odeX requires the introauction of addi-
txonaX parameters, the use of which wouXd not he justified at
the present stage of experimentaX sophistication.
The process of chain tiXting invoXves the pXastic defor.a-
txon Of the crystaX leading to the tiXting of chains from
their initiaX angXe with respect to their XameXXae pXane
to some vaXue |. Such tiXting processes have been demon-
strated by GeiX in deforming singXe poXymer crystaXs on a
polymer substrate. This process was assumed to occur to the
greatest extent in the meridional region of the spherulite
(at a-O) and was described by the empirical equation ^
P = eip(-Uxj - X2^' cos^a] (Vi-3)
The process occurs to the greatest extent at 0.90
K is a parameter describing the compliance for this process.
(It is conceivable, of course, that the process may be shear
induced in which case it would occur to the greatest extent
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at a=45*)
Thus, the deformation process is characterized by the
two parameters, K ^aM n and such properties as birefringlrce
and light scattering have been calculated as a function of
them. These properties primarily depend upon the orientation
of the optic axis which lies along the c-axis. It is possible
to calculate the c-axis orientation function
' (H^^os^e^)^^ - l]/2
(where is the angle between the c axis and the stretching
direction) as well as the distribution of c axis in terms of
this model.
Experimentally x-ray diffraction data is most readily
obtained using the more intense reflections from the 110
and 200 crystal planes. The description of the orientation
of these planes is not uniquely characterized by the model.
It is necessary to introduce a third orientational angle which
we shall take as e(in Pig. VI-2) between the b axis and the
plane defined by the c axis and the vector r along the spher*^
ulite radius.
The angle varies in a plane and may consequently be de-
scribed in terms of the two dimensional orientation function,
h, defined by
h « 2(cos^e) - 1 (VI-5)
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AS with the other functions we shall propose an emoirical
equation describing the angular variation of h within the
spherulite as
h = exp(.P(x/ . x/)cos2aj (^...^
The parameter P is a third compliance parameter. It is
assumed that this process also occurs to the greatest extent
in the polar region of the spherulite.
The azimuthal dependence of h is reasonable, at least
in the case where 90 . In the equatorial region where
the b axis lies along the radius, the predominate response
mechanism is for lamellae twisting, promoting the c axis
orientation in which case there will be no driving force
leading to the rotation of the b axis about the c. However
in the polar region where the c axis will be tilted with
respect to the lamellar normal, there will be some trend for
a preferred b axis orientational angle, e.
Calculation of Second-Order Orientation Functions
In this treatment, we have considered the three processes
to be independent of each other, and each dependent upon
angular orientation within the spherulite as specified by a.
A more general and exact treatment would permit cross-inter-
action among these processes. This independence of the
orientation processes can be exTDre<,c,p^ , ^
"^^
u p ssed m terms of crystal
orientation distribution
.unctions, x. K(«.
„
the number of crystals oriente. per unit solid angle at sperulite
position Of, with axes at ff, and a +v,
^.
u., e, then this assumption implies
N(o,p,ase) =: N^(ft,^) N2(a,.) N^(a,0 (vi,7)
If a, b, and c are unit vectors directed along the
three crystal axes, then these may be expressed in tern^s
of the above angles as
a = [ C-sin cos e - cos h> sin e cos pj cos a siniL
+ (cos IV cos e - sin u.. sin e cos p J cos -o-
+ (sin p sin c sinnfsin]|- i
+ [f-sin uj cos e - cos w sin e cos cos a cos Ji-
- (cos w cos e - sin uu sin e cos E ] sin -fi
+ ( sin p sin e sin a cosiij
J
j
+
I"
(sin IV cos e + cos m sin e cos p j sin a
+ ( sin f sin £ cos cij | k (VI-8)
lb =
I
( sina u/ sin e - cos uj cos e cos p j cos a sin -n.
- [cos uu sin G + sin w cos e cos pj cos-n.
+ [ sin p cos e cos a sinj | i
+ {(sin UJ sin e - cos w cos e cos B) cos oL cos .a
+ [ cos UJ sin c + sin w cos e cos p ] sin^
+ ( sin p cos e sin a cosj^ j
+ 1 ( sin (u sin t. - cos ai cos e cos P J sin a
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+ sin p cos e cos a } k
^^^^^^
= jcos u) sin p cos a sin si
* sin. sin 3 cos . cos ^ sin a sin a] i
+ (cos uj sin
^ cos a cos
-
sin 0, sin p sin^^ cos p sin a cosi^)
+ [- cos u; sin p sin a cos p cos a } k
^ (VI-10)
ThePerore, the cosines of the angles between the a, b,and c axes and the stretching direction are given
cos(9^^)
- a . k = sin a [sin u; cos e
+ CQE a, sin e cos p J + sin p sin e cos a
(VI-11)
cosCe^^) « b • k « sin p cos G cos oC
- sin <t [sin m sin e - cos w cos c cos
(VI-12)
and
cosCe^^) « c-k
- cos m sin p sin a + cos p cos a
(VI-15)
The orientation of the three crystal axes with respect
to the stretching direction is described by the orientation
functions, defined by
' [} <^°^^ eiz> av - / 2 (VI.1Z,)
where i « a, b, or c.
The mean squared cosine of the crystal axis orientation
angle may be calculated from the crystal axis distribution
function Nj^(a,n, r ) by
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/cos^e
- >N iz / av
r2n .R»
rU ,2n rR* ~ ' ' "
•^^«cyn=cy r=0 ^^i(«,ii,r) sin a r^dr da dn.
(VI-15)
Where <cos^(0.^)>^ designates the average value of
cos (d^^) at a specified angle a.
If the spherulite deforms affinely with conservation
Of volume, then the number of crystals in a volume element
IS conserved on deformation so that
Nj^(a,A,r) sin ar^dr dot dA
"
^oi^^o^^o^ ci^r^^dro o 0 0 0 (VI-16)
The distribution function N^. is that in the undeformed
state and is independent of angle and radius in an initially
homogenious spherulite and set equal to N.°, the number
of axes per unit volume in the uniformed state. Thus
'a=0''-n=o-'r=o J^iCa,n,r; sm a r^dr dada
- (V5) n ul
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Where is the volume of the spherulite.
It IS evident that N^=n°=n^-
w •
a b c
~
wow, It is evident from eq.(vi-.ii) that
2,(oos 0^^)^ = sin2a<tsin . cos
. . cos . sin
. cos e]\
+ cos^a<sin^e aln^e}
+2sin a cos a/sin m sin c co<? .. a. -2\ * t + cos w sm cc
(VI-18)
If the distribution in c and a> are independent cross-
products vanish on averaging over these angles.
Since p depends upon a as given by eq.(VI-3), then
<sin^^ sin2e>
^
. sin^ p <sin2
sin^ 0(l-h) / 2 (VI-19)
and
<^|sin cos e + cos m sin e cos
^J^/>^
= <(sin^^-)^ <cos^e>^ + cos^a <cos^u))<sin^t-)
+ 2 ^sin iL cos u;^^ <(sin e cos
^ cos ^
Thus
^ <*
2 ? ^ cos d( )( )
2 2
^ cos^ a sin2p(^)
Similarly
2 2 2
. 2 p l+li 1+g
+ sm^a cos'^pC )( 1)
? 2 (VI-22)
<C^°^^®cz><i = sin2p(iL!) ^ eos2 a cos^ «
2
(VI-23)
These values were then substituted in Eq.(VI-l5) and the
integrals were numerically evaluated using a CDC 3600
computer at the University of Massachusetts Computation
Center. The value of p was calculated for each value of
as a function of cL using Eq,(VI-3). Eq.(VI-16) was
used for the distribution function where a was related to
a through the affine transformation wherls*^"^
'^"^
*an d = (x_A ) tan a
^ ° (VI-24)
Calculatxons were carried out for che case of uniaxial
strctohins Where
^ ^
=
= Such theoretical values
Of orientation functions(to be discussed later) are
compared with experimental values for particular values
of the parameters K,^and P in Fiss.(VI-3A and (VI-4). Those
parameters were chosen numerically as shown in appendix VI to
give list square deviation.
Calculation of Orientation Distributi on
A more critical test of our model is the comparison
of the predicted azimuthal dependence of the x-ray dif- >
fracted intensity with experiment. This variation depends
upon the complete orientation distribution of the crystal
axes rather than merely an average computed from this
distribution.
From the dimensions of the polyethylene unit cell as
shown in Pig.(VI-5), it is evident that the normal to the
110 crystal plane is given by
^110 ^ ^ ^ t (vi-25)
where d is the orientation angle of the plane normal with
respect to the unit cell axes given by tan d = ^,^^A/7 ,^1A
or a=33.4
.
Thus the cosine of the orientation angle of
thxs plane normal can be obtained using Eqs.(VI-ai) and
(VI-12) as
""^^^llO.z) ' (^110^ = sin e(a-k) + cos eCb-k)
= Sin e l^sin p sin e cos a
+ sin aCsin a> cos e + cos w sine cosp)]
+ cos a^sinpcosGcoso(- (sin<. sin<o sin e - coscocos. c
(VII-26)
The distribution of crystal axes is assumed to be
factorable into three independent distribution functions
as expressed in Eq.(VI-7), The quantity N^(«,^) sin a da
is the number of crystals with their c axes at angle ^
with respect to the radius for radial vectors in the
interval between a and a^da, Theangle ^ is related to a
through equation (VI-5) so that N^(o^, p) = N-^(a), the
density of radial vectors in the deformed state. Now
from Eq.(vi_i5)^ if assume thvX the density of radial
vectors is independent ofaandr, it follows that
R 271
(VI-27)
Prom the affine condition,
N,(c.)sincxdcx = N,(o(,)sinc(^ d(.-^
N^Cc.,) is the density of radial vectors in the undeformed
state which is assumed constant.
The function N^C^^u)) dtu is the number of c axes in
the interval of between cu and u.+dco for those radial
vectors in the interval between ol and o(+ da. This depend
upon the ansle a; which varies in a plane and may conse-
quently be expanded in a Fourier series as
N^Ccx,^) = ^E^(b^sin nu) + c^^cos noo) (VI-29)
However, due to the symmetry of the distribution, it
follows that
(VI-30)
Thus, only the even cosine terms remain giving
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N2(a,<„)
= + 02 cos 2u>+ cos 4a>+
(VI-31)
As a first approximation,
„e win retain only th. first
two ter.s Of this expansion. The distribution is determined
by the coefficients c„ and c^ which depend upon strain.
Now
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0 ^ o ^^2 (Vi-32)
N2(o(,a)) cos^o, du,= I N2(a,co)(Ucos 2a,) dco
"
2 '^^'^ ""o ^2j (VI-.35)
Now, since
2tc
/ 2 \ -^0 cos a) dco l+eCoos CO > = —ii ^ _ °_\ /ct 2n
/ N^(a,to) du>
0
it follows that
N2(o ,to) = (1 + 2g cos 2tt)) (VI-55)
By the same procedure, one may show that
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..e n.„,
,,^3,^,^ c.a.acte...ea
o..en....on anglesin the interval sino( dc. du, de is then
N(a,p,io,e) sino( dot da) d6
.
K sinc(o(U2g cos 2„)(l,2h cos 2€) d«^ du, de
(VI-57)
POP diffraction to occur, the vector Bragg equation
.ust
be obeyed
s -
H - Z2.
^
(VI-58)
whHte H is reciprocal lattice vector which is normal to
the diffracting plane
H
. h^bj, + h2b2 + hjbj (VI-59)
where
.
bj. and
^3 are the reciprocal lattice vectors of unit cell,
and has a direction dependent upon the orientation of
the crystal. The unit vectors s and s„ are in directions
along the incident and diffracted rays and depend upon
the diffraction angles. For diffraction at a Bragg angle
0-g and an azirauthal angle defined in Fig.(VI-6), the
vector s - s^ is given by
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^
-
= (cos 26^ - l)i ^ ^.^
^
It «ay be shown that if the nor.al to the pol,.er
txlted through the angle
<f with respect to the incident
bea.(Fis.(vi-6)), such that. ^ e^, then the angle
between the crystal plane nor.al and the stretching direction
will equal the azimuthal angle of diffraction
Under those conditions, the diffracted intensity I(B^,^)
will be proportional to the number of crystals N(aj^ )
^
oriented with their plane normals at angle e,,. Th!t is
1(63,^) sin Vr = KN(e^^)
The determination of m^^) is carried out as follows:
The range of 6^^ is divided into a nuniber of equal intervals
The angles d^, co and e are then incremented by equal
intervals and, for example, 6^^^^^ is calculated for each
of these combinations of angles using Eq.(VI-26). The
number of crystals oriented for each of these combinations
of 0) and e is then calculated using Eq.(yi-37) and
these numbers are summed for each interval of 9,,„ This110,
z
sum divided by sin is then proportional to the diffracted
intensity at a corresponding value of tfr.
A calculated variation of the relative diffracted
intensity with azimuthal angle is given in Pigs.(VI-7)
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and (VI-8) for K = ti = p - 1 p „^ -,I
^ -
i.d at elongations of 15 and
20 % Where it is compared with experimental values.
These parameters were those chosen to best fit.the orien-
tation function variation in Pig.(vi.3). It is noted
that those same parameters fit the intensity variation
with azimuthal angle reasonably well. The theo;.y predicts
a maximum in 110 intensity at an azimuthal angle at
r^-70\ whereas the 200 maximum intensity occurs at
^= 90".
Application to the Relaxation X-ray and Dynamic
X-ray Diffraction
Experimental results of Stein and coworke^M^dicate
that the reorientation of crystals require! certain amount
of time. The change of x-ray intensity df 110 and 200
reflections from low density polyethylene has been measured
as a function of time after the rapid stretching. The
results are replotted in Pig. (VI-9) and (VI-IO) as orien-
tation functions, f^, f^, vs. time for different strains.
The changing orientation function of the a, b, and c axis
cleary indicate that the reorientation, or deformation
processet of crystals; chain tilting, lamellae twisting,
and crystal rotation, are time dependent processes. In other
words, the parameters K, ii, P should be represented as
functions of time. The determination of these parameters
at certain time after stretching is done in the same way
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as in the static orientation. The change of K, ^ P
With ti.e for low. density pol.eth.iene at roo. temperature
is plotted in Fig.
Another experimental technique which is useful in
studying the time dependence of crystal orientation is
dynamic x-ray diffraction. The in-phase and out-of-phase
Change of diffracted intensity from the J crytal plane during
the sinusoidal vibration of the sample, which is initially
at certain static elongation, are measured. The in-phase
orientation compliance of the J crystal plane C, defined
as
C! = ^
AX (VI-42)
Where Af •. is the in-phase orientation function change and
AX is the amplitude of the dynamic strain, is replotted in
Fig.(VI-12) as a function of frequency.
Since the vibration strain is added to the static
strain, the frequency dependent deformation starts from
the already oriented states. Therefore the orientation
function at the strain X +XA is calculated by modifying
Eq.(VI-2),(7I-3), and (VI-6) to
P - Po^'^f-t? ^'^^^ * K'(s(x+Ax) - s(x| cos^aj
(VI-4.3)
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S = 2 cTs^. - 1 = , .
^^^^ ^
.•KX.M)-3(.))] 3iAj
h
= 2 =os2. -1 = a _
^(^^ ^ <S(X.AX)-s(x)^cos2a)
where sCx) = 1. r- -nr » K, r,, P are the static orientation
parameters determined previously and K'
, V , P' are the
frequency dependent dynamic orientation parameters.
Then the orientation compliance is calculated by
^ (VI-46)
where f.^ is the static orientation function for the j
crystal plane.
It has been found by Tanaka" that the orientation
compliance C' remains constant up to 5-6 % of dynamic strain.
The frequency dependent K'
, V,?. are determined by fitting
experimental values, based on the assumption of linear strain
dependence. K'((.), r^'M, obtained from the experir "
mental results shown in Pig. (VI-12) are plotted in Fig. (VI-13,\
"
-
Comparing the results shown in Pig.(VI-ll) and (vi- 33),
it is seen that the dynamic parameters show smaller change
than the relaxation parameters. The most significant
difference is found in the chain tilting parameters, K(t)
and K»((i:). In the relaxation experiment, chain tilting is
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process,
.ut t.e
.a.nitu.e o. K(t)
that t.e
.a.n ame.ence between t:.e relaxation ana
..na..c
exper^^ents is t.at
..na.ic case respon.3 to t.e reveliM
ot t.e reversiMe ana irreversiMe processes,
.ccorain,.,less o.an.e
.s o.servea in t.e a.na^ic orientation parameter
.
Discussion
The deformation of crystalline poWs, especially
polyethylene, has been studied extensively hy ^any authors
xn various c^eri.ents. It has been studied in the for. of
.insle
-.-i^aW bul. specimens by co^prl^ssion, rolL^n.
and s..ple extenl.^cSn, ila co^bintk^oi of rolling and stretching
etc.
,
and various mechanisms of deformation have been
proposed. ^^They are for example, chain tilti'n's'.'^amellar
twisting/crystal rotations, phase transformation, ^ll^ning,
lamellar slip, etc.. Therefore the complete model describing
the deformation of crystalline polymers should contain all
these processes. However at present, the number of experi-
mental data available limit the unique characterization of
all such processes. Also one process that is dominant in
one experiment bay become the second order contribution in
other experiments. In case of the uniaxial elongation
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experiment „Mch
.as been treated
.ere, three processes
defining the orientation of three crystal axes, have been
considered to give good aggre^ent „ith the experimental
results. Also the characterisation of these process have
been possible without much difficulty. A more elaborate
model involving more processes such as proposed by Nomura
et al. could give better aggrement. However, since the unique
Characterization of the parameters necessary is not possible,
the understanding of the deformation of crystalline polymers
would become more difficult.
SMALL ANGLE X-RAY DIPPRACTION
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CHAPTER VII ANALYSIS OP LAMAELLAE ORIENTATION BY
THE SMALL ANGLE X-RAY DIFFRACTION
Introduction
a. Analysis of Small Angle X-ray Diffraction(SAXD)
The small angle x-ray diffraction pattern of semi-
crystalline polymers usually shows the appearance of one,
and sometimes several, intensity maximum at angles 2„
between O.O5 and 2.0^ Direct application of Bragg-
s
equation to the angular position of these maxima leads to
the conclusion that the periodicites in electron density
that are responsible for the scattering are of several
hundred angstroms size.
The values which correspond to the maximum scattering
angles are normally termed the long period in polymers.
It is generally accepted that the long periods are directly
related to the amorphous-crystalline layer structure ob-
served by electron microscopy. More specifically, it is
usually assumed that the small angi.e maxima .should be
discribed by the periodicity of stacking of the laraaellae.
However, the simple analysis applying the Bragg
equation are met with some difficiencies : the sizes calcu-
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lated do not as.ee with those obtained f.o. ot.e. experi-
-nts. especially electron
.ic.oscop,. and
.uite o.ten thepositions of the fir^jt-o-n/qr^ s -order and second-order maxima differby factors other than two.
These points were studied hy Heinhold et'a'l, who showed
that a model based on the linear paracrystal was able to
predict the shift of the maximu. scattering angle from that
Biven by Bragg's equation. They also showed that the- positions of the first-order and second order maxima differ by
factors of other than two, if the distribution function of .
the lamellar thickness is asymmetric.
Still, utilization of only the positions of the SAXRD
maxima wastes the other information available
in the experiment, partially the intensity distribution
within the scattering pattern. The characterization of the
size and shape of crystalline and amorphous layers from the
experimental data^were attempted by Tsvanki'n^ and subsequently
modified by Buchanan.
In this method, the experimental values of position
and width of the first-order maximum are compared with the
results based on the one dimensional model calcuiations.
Through the use of the calibration curves, it is possible
to compute average values of the true periodicity of a
superlattice composed of alternating crystalline and
amorphous layers, average lengths of each layer, and a one
dimensional linear crystallinity for the superlattice.
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crystal Xen,t.s cystaUi^es o.taine. tMs „etHo.
•
have been foun. to ocrespon.
,ulte closely
„ith those
obtained by other techniques.
Another line or approach based on the si.iiar alternating
two-Phase
.odel was developed by Von. and Kor^tU^. I. this
method, the Fourier transform of the experimental data is
compared with the correlation function based on the model
calculation. It was pointed out by Buchanan^that both methods
described above show good agreement. However. Tsvankin-s
-thod is easier to apply without long computer calculations.
b. SAXRD of Deformed Spherulitic Polymers
in most n,elt-crystalli^ed polymers, the specimen is
completely filled with the spherulites in which crystalline
lamaellae form the radius. In the undeformed state, the
radial lamaellae are uniformly distributed without any pref-
erential orientation. As a result, the SAXRD pattern is a
circular ring. The change of SAXRD pattern when a polymer
film is stretched have been studied by Peterl/n^ '/n^d Gei7.^
They observed that the small angle x-ray diffraction peak
intensity and its an^lar position varied depending upon the
azimuthal angles. In other words, it is qualitatively shown
that the long period and the population of the lamaellae are
different, depending upon the orientation of the lamaellae
inside the spherulite. The qualitative analysis of these results
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led to the conclusion that the chan^^ nr -.
T,^. ,
period and popu-lation Of lamellae is the results of affine defoti-t in rmation ofthe spherulite shape, as is illustrated i„ pig (ni-i)
Howeve. those analysis „e.e connne. to the qualitative
reatu.es or SAXHB or the
.erc.e. sphe.ulites. No
.i.o.ous
quantitative analysis conce.nins the change o. crystalline
and amorphous layer thickness and population of laMaellae
has been n,ade. It is the purpose of the present work to
attempt the quantitative analysis of the SAXRD of the de-
forced spherulites, using the Tsvankin, Bucharan-s method which
xs mentioned briefly in the preceding section. Theoretical
considerations are presented to ch.pute the lamellae orien-
tation distribution as well as long period, and crystalline
and amorphous layer thickness for the lamellae with given
orientation.
Theoretical Analysis
a. Collimation Correction in SAXRD
Experimental measurements of the angular distribution
of intensity of SAXRD ordinarilly represent the average
intensity ever a range of angles around the nominal scatter-
ing angle, though the use of slits. The results of the slit
smearing is to shift the small angle maximum in a manner
related to the beam geometry and the positions of the
9^
maxima. The experimental scattering data must then he
corrected Tor this effect. Guinier and Pour?.^et showed that the
measured scattering intensity P(S) is related to the true
scattering intensity by the equation,
^(S) = w(.y) l((s^7^ ) (vii-i)
where y is the ordinate of a point in the beam, and W(y)
is a weighting function, describing the fraction of the
total beam power at y, and s is equal to 2sin e/X
, x being
the wavelength of x-ray beam.
For slits of negligible width compared with height,
and for a Gaussian weighting function, Eq. (VlJ-i) becomes
I(s) = - exp{p^s^) jp-' F'Cn/s^ + u^) du (VII-2)
where p is a constant depending upon the slit system and
F gs + u ) = \ ^ ^ (VII-5)
dC^s + u )
The numerical solution of Eq.(VII-2) has been derived by
Schmidt and is given in Appendix(VII). In the following
discussions, all the intensity function represent the slit-
corrected intensity function I(s).
b. Direct Analysis of SAXRD Intensity
Tsvanki'n^sed the Tibril model which is a linear
system formed of alternating layers of riirrb -Layer different densities
(crystalline and amorphous layers), which are responsible
for the long period. Scattering fro. such an assembly is
calculated^ror the straight fibril, xhe effects of fibril
curvature was also considered. However slight deviation
from linearity doesn't substantially change the results
Since the scattering is calculated fro. the projection of
the electron density along the fibril axis. The distributio
of crystal size(as prodected on the fibril axis) is rectan-
gular, with mean size a and limits of (a - A) and (a + A).
A long period c is defined as the mean projected distance
between crystal centers and a mean length of amorphous
layer is given by c - a.
In general, the intensity of rays diffracted by a
system of N crystallites of different sizes i.e. with
different structure amplitude P, where P is the Fourier
transform of electron density distribution within a crytal
is given by
I«c.r
, ^ yk^^P(i£ •
^ik)]
(VII-4)
Where |s
( »
i^r. sin 0/a is the diffraction vector, 6 being
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the Bragg angle, and Z.^ u the vector fro. the center of
ith: crystal to the Jth crystal. To calculate the scatter-
ing amplitude P along the fibril axis, Tsvankin assumed that
the projection of the electron density on the fibril axis
within a crystal could be represented by a trapezoidal
function shown in Fig. (VII-2).
If e = a/z,
F
= /O^ (z/d) exp(iyz/l)dz + /^l"^)^ exp(iyz/l)dz
•^(l-e)x C^x-z)/e] exp(iyz/l)dz (VII.5)
and
^ ^ ^ ^a-A (VII-6)
'
= ^
^'(^)
.
(VII.8)
where y = si = 2nl sin 26/X
V. ot = a/1
P = A/1
1 «= c - a ( viI-9)
The mean long period is represented by c, the mean crystal
length by a, the mean amorphous length by 1, and the
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dispersion of crystallites size is assumed to be uniform
between a-A and a+A as shown in eq.(VII-6) and (VII-8).
This assumption is made for the mathematical simplicity
and will be discussed later.
Eq.(VII-5)~ (VII-8) were originally calculated by
Tsvankin, and modified by Buchanar?to consider the con-
tinuous scattering contribution ( |f^| - which was
considered constant by Tsvankin.
^ = ; r
si°(l-e)py
cosH-^^ov sin ePy
~^ i 1^ — . u ejay + "^-^ cos eay
e (ay) (1-e) fy
^Py
_
sin Py 2cos ay - 1 1 +rsin(l-G)py
L
—
7 sin(l-e)a;
(l-e)Py
sin epj . sin By . -.P")sin eoy - sin ay]^ (VII-10)
€py py >< )
r sin(l-2G)py
s^in(l-e)Py
. ^ pSv
-4 cos(l-e)cry - M- ^-^^ co
(l-e)py ePy
s cay
(VII-11)
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5he second term in E,.(vil-4) describes the scattering
resulting fron, the interference between the different
crystallites and is responsible for the occurence of
maxima in the scatterins pattern. It is shown by
.svanfen
that
1^1' ["^fi -P( i£-5ik)j=
where
(VII-12)
-2py cos ay sinfj + 2Py^sin ay sin Py)
(VII-15)
Iherefore, from Eq. (Vll-Zf ), (VII-10), (VII-ll), (VII-12)
and (VII-13)
(Vll-l/f)
Detailed calculation of E^.(VII-l/f) shows that increasing
the dispersion of crystallite lengths and decreasing linear
crystallinity contribute to the broadening of the maxima,
therefore decreasing the peak intensity. Also it is found
that the effects of the boundary between the crystalline
and amorphous layers are insignificant in changing the shape
of the scattering pattern when e is other than zero.
Usually e=0.2 is suggested. Therefore, it is clearly seen
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le
in E,.(VII-1.) that scattering intensity depends upon th.
number of lamellae with fixed orientation as well as th,
size and shape of the crystallites.
As Shown by Tsvankin and Buchanan, the positions and
widths Of the first-order
.axi^a are employed in determining
the structural para:neters, c, a, 1 and A. This is done by
using the calibration curves built by the model calculations
and con-raring with the experimental results. Among the
several parameters shown in E q. ( VII-9)
, it is found that
;dimensionless variables. p/c=Vl and the linear crystallinity
k
= a/a+1 = a/Ua are sufficient to characterize the intensi-
tyfunction.
The peak position and half-width P of the first-
order maximum based on the model calculation for given value
of p/a, are expressed in terms of c sin2eA scale. The
equivalent quantities obtained from the experimental data
are refered to sin2eA scale(apparent long period d - \/sin2e,
half width q). Then they are related by
P = oq
^ " (VlI-15)
And it is shown that
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The quantity ^(P)
.elates the calculated and experimental
curves through calibration curves which relates (1) P to m?)
.
(2) P to k=a/l+a and (3) P to X
If experiniental values of d and q are knovm, and a
value of crystallite length dispersion.
^/^ . is assumed,
then and k are obtained from calibration curves. Such
calibration curves for p/<, = 0.3 and 0.4 are shown in Fig.
(VII-4) and (VII.5). For these parameters, the mean long
period c. the mean crystallites length a and the mean amorphous
length 1 are obtained.
c = X d
m
a = kc
1 = c - a
At the peak position
(VII-16)
27T 27r
y = c sin 2 9/;\ = X
1 + 0( 1 o(
Therefore the peak intensity for single crystallite normalized
for unit length can be calculated from X^ and k, using Eq.(VII-i4)
and the results are shown in Figs.(VTI-4) and (VII-.5).
Therefore, the lamellar distribution function iHP) and
orientation fmiction f^ = 3<cosVl>/ 2 of the deformed
spherulite are determined as follows.
The intensity function along the scattering angle at a
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fixed azi„,uthal angle p is measured as sho™ m Pig.(VII.3)
Fro™ the Slit corrected intensity function, the structural
'
parameters are determined from Fig..(vii.4) and (VII-5) Also
the intensity at the first order maxi.u. for a single lamellae
normalized for unit length. 1° is obtained from Pigs.(VIl-,)
(VII-5). The relative maximum intensity. is obtained by 1° a^
The experimental peak intensity is divided by I_^ to give the
relative number of lamellae oriented by <^ with respect to the -
stretching direction. This process is repeated for other azi.uthal
angles, and the lamellae distribution function N(^,) is deter-
mined. From N(^,), the lamellar orientation function-,^ f-„ is ^iven by
3 <^cos^0) - 1
e 2
y 2. V !%^^'"-P'l 003^0 sin0 dt,<cos
<t>y = -yr
Hf) Bin<t> A<p (Vn.17)
Discussion
The quantitative analysis of the SAXRD of deformed spherulites
provides further information in understanding the deformation
behavior of spherulitic polymers, combined with other experimental
techniques, e.g., wide angle x-ray diffraction, light scattering,
and birefringence etc..
Whether the crystallite density is uniform or more
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concentrated in the polar recion o-f +h= ^ ^f g f the deformed spherulites
has been discussed and no definite answer is given yet
Also, the validity of the affine deior^ation will be further
Checked. The change in crystallite length should result
fro. the crystalline slip process. Therefore the SAXRD studies
will provide the information on the chain tilting proceS'''
suggested by several workers in interpreting the wide angle
X-ray pattern.
Also the change of amorphous layer thickness will give
further information concerning the amorphous phase orien-
tation in the deformed spherulites.
Future Improvement
In applying Tsvankin, Buchanan's method to SAXRD, it
is necessary to assume the crystalline length dispersion.
P/o< beforehand. It is not known exactly, but p/oc between
0.2 and OA gives good agreement with other experimental
results. Also the assumption that the crystallite length
distribution is uniform between a-A and a^A is questionable
and further modification of the present method is needed.
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PART IV COI^TOSITE THEORY
CHAPTER VIII ANALYSIS OF LOCAL STRAIN
IN CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS
Introduction
Crystalline polymers are composed of a densely packed
crystalline phase and a spacially disordered amorphous
Phase. The presence of a crystalline phase even at very
low volume fractions results in a .arked difference in
Physical properties, compared with purely amorphous ru.bery
polymers. For example, as shown by Neilscg^he elastic
modulus changes by the factor of as much as loo at the
crystallinity of 20%,
This marked contribution resulting from the presence
OfJhe crystalline phase has been the topic of study of
many authors. The crystallites were first treated as the
crosslinks in the kinetic rubber-elasticity theory.
The modulus predicted were much lower than the experimental
results. Subsequently they were treated as spherical
particles acting as crosslinks. Still the predictions fell
below the experimental elastic modulus by an order of
magnitude or more. These observations resulted in the
suggestion that the amorphous phase in crystalline polymers
10/+
i. stiffer than the reference rubbery conditions. In other -
words, the amorphous chains are in non-Gaussian extended
state due t. the presence of tie
.oJecules. running between
the crystalline phase.
It is generally recognized that the crystalline poly.ers
are present as spherulites in many cases. In the spherulites,
the crystalline phase is present as ribbonlike la.ellae. The
crystalline la.ellae for. the radius and the amorphous phase
remains between these lamellae. Therefore another line of
approach has been to consider the crystalline polymers as
blends Of distinctly two phases. It is conceivable that in
the polar region, the lamellae-amorphous layer acts as a
parallel spring model, and in the equatorial region, it acts
as a series spring model. Employing an empirical two-phase
model. Takayanaki considered the crystalline polymers in terms
of a combined series-parallel spring model.
The development of composite theorie^s^ aM micro-mechanics
in recent years demonstrated that the geometry and orientation
of the phase play an important role in determining the physical
properties of composite materials or blends. According to
these composite theories, internal morphology becomes the
dominant factor, replacing the arbitrariness of series-parallel
model. These results were applied to crystalline polymers
95by Halpin and Kardos, who took into account the morphology
of crystalline polymers in predicting elastic modulii.
These predictions were
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-de .asea on an apriori assumption concerning tKe
.orphology
Of the crystalline phase, namely, the dimensions of the
Umellae. However the results showed good agreement with
the experimental results in relating morphology to the
mechanical properties.
Since the strain and stress distribution is a basic
factor in affecting the mechanical properties of any system,
it becomes obvious that the strain distribution in the
deformed crystalline polymers should be related to their
internal morphology. The understanding of strain distri-
bution is very important in understanding the deformation
behavior. The deformation of crystalline polymers and the
resulting orystal^reorientation has been interpreted by
various mechanisms, i.e. chain tilting, lamellar twisting,
lamellar unfolding etc. It is evident that these mechanisms
are affected differently depending on not only the magnitude
of strain but also the type of strain, crystalline shear
strain, crystalline normal strain, and amorphous strain
between the crystalline phase. However in previous inter-
pretations of the experimental results, and theoretical
models, no clear distinction is made between the crystalline
strain and amorphous strain. Rather these effects are
considered loosely based on series or parallel models.
Also the effects of crystallinity is not clear. For example,
it is not clearly known whether the high density polyethylene
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.
and low density polyethylene undergo the
.a.e deformation
processes. Therefore it is the purpose of this wor. to
compute the strain distribution of orvstallin. =. hc y ii e and amorphous
Phase Of the deformed crystalline polymers, based on its
internal morphology. For this purpose, composite theories
and micro.echanics are applied. Also the dependence of
strain distribution on the crystallinity is considered.^
Theoretical Analysis
As has been mentioned, most bulk crystallized polymers
are filled with spherulites. The crystalline ribbon-like
lamellae form the radius and the amorphous phase is present
between these lamellae. This lamellae-amorphous layer
polymer
.
can be treated as a composite material whose main
axis is oriented along the radius of the spherulite.
The lamellae are considered as straight ribbon-shaped as
shown in Fig.(VIII-l). Also the crystalline lamellae are
considered as isotropic material with the same elastic moduli
along all directions. In this respect it has been found that
the introduction of anisotro^^ yields only a second order
contribution to the mechanical properties of composites,
compared with the contribution of internal morphology.
The stiffness properties of composites which contain
one phase(reinforceraent) imbedded in a matrix material depends
10?
upon the geometry and orientation of the reinforcement.
If the reinforcement phase is oriented along one direction
inside the matrix, this composite becomes highly anisotropic;
that is, the elastic properties strongly depend upon the
direction. This relationship has been developed by Halpin and
Tsai." In crystalline polymers, the lamellae are oriented
along the radial direction, so that lamellae-amorphous layers
are considered as an anisotropic composites whose orientations
determined by their position inside the spherulite. For the
ribbon-shaped reinforcements inside the amorphous matrix.
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the Halpin and Tsai equations show that the composite modulus
along the lamellar axis(radial direction of the spherulite),
E^^
, is given by
= ^1
-^^iVfVd-r^Vf) « (VIII-l)
fe= 2(c/b) (VIII-3)
^'here = modulus of enforcement( crystalline lamellae)
~ of matrix phase( amorphous phase)
= volume fraction of enforcement( crystallinity)
c = length of lamellae
b = thickness of lamellae
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The composite modulus transverse to the lamellae. E^,, is
given by the same equations(VIIH ) and (VIII.2). a^d Eq.CVIII-j)
is replaced by
where a = transverse dimension of lamellae
Also the shear modulus, G^^* is given by
n= (VV^VCVV^ (VIII-6)
log ^ = >[3 log(a/b) (VIII-7)
where = shear modulus of the lamellae
G^ = shear modulus of amorphous matrix
The Poisson's ratio V^^* is given approximately by
'^12 =
'^f^f ^^'m^l-^f) (VIII-8)
where and iJ^ are the Poisson's ratios of the lamellae
and amorphous matrix.
Therefore from Eqs. (VIII-1 )
--(VIII-B) , all the elastic pro-
perties of the lamellae-amorphous composite are obtained from
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the characteristic elastic proiDertipc, ^op es, geometry and volume
fraction of each phase. Then the spherulite can he considered
as being composed of such composites which are oriented along
the radii.
For many polymers at small deformations, the spherulite
deforms affinely. Therefore the strain of the lamellae-
amorphous composite is the same as the macroscopic strain.
However the overall strain is distributed between the lamellae
,
and amorphous layer, and the distribution is strongly dependent
upon the orientation of the lamellae-amorphous composite as
simply seen in the series or parallel model.
All the following calculations are made based on uniaxial
elongation. First, the distribution of elongational strain
between the lamellae and amorphous layer is computed as a
function of the composite orientation. This is done in two
steps. First, the elastic modulus of the composite along
the stretching direction is obtained, depending upon its
orientation. And then, the elongational strain in the amor-
phous and crystalline phase are calculated by comparing with
the characteristic modulus of each phase.
The constitutive equation relating stress and strain
in the reference coordinate system(X,Y) as shown in Fig.(VIII.,2)
oO
can be expressed by
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/6 X
Z. xy
(VIII-Q)
where e^, 6y. are the strains along X and Y direction
and shear strain, and <r^. are the normal stress a lon^
X and Y direction and shear stress, X axis is the stretching
direction, and for the uniaxial stretching, one transverse
direction(Y) is considered for the mathematical simplicity.
The constitutive equation in the material axes can be expressed
as follows for the anisotropic material whose two transverse
80
components are equal
^ ^12
^11 ^12 0^
^22 0 ^2
0 0
^66.
(VIII-IO)
The compliance matrix CS'J in the reference coordinate
and [S^ in the material coordinate are related by their
orientatio". angle, 9, as shownin Fig,(VIII-2). The relation-
ship has been derived by Pagano and Hatpin, employing the
matrix invariants. For the present purpose, only S^^» is
needed, since the elastic modulus along the stretching
Ill
direction, E^, is given by
E = 1 •
X ^^"^11 (VIII..11)
According to Pagano and Halpdn,
^11* = Ii'»-l2^°^^^*^3^°^^^
^(VIII-12)
= V8(3Sii+3S2242S^2+S^^) (VIII-I3)
^2 = ^/^^hl'^2Z^ (VIII-U)
I3 = l/8(Si,4S22.2S^2.S^^) (VIII-I5)
Also the components of the compliance matrix CS) are related
to the elastic properties obtained from Eqs.(VIII-l) (VIII-8)
80
as follows,
^11 = ^/^ll (VIII.16)
^22 = ^/^22 (VIII.I7)
^12= -^2/^11 = -^21/^22 (VIII-18)
^66 = ^/^12 (VIII-19)
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Therefore from Eqs. (Vlll-n ) and (VIIl-ij). the elastic
n-odulus Of lamellae-amorphous oomposite along the stretching
direction is obtained as a function of lamellar orientation.
The elongational strains in the crystalline and amor-
phous phase, e^^and e^. are related to the composite elong-
ational strain e. composite modulus along the stretching
direction, E and orystallinity, V^, as follows,
<^X=^-^= Wf * Vl-V^m (VllI-21)
where ff^ is the composite stress along the stretching direction.
If we define.
V^= Ve=^m (VIII-22)
Eqs.(VIII-20) and (VIII-21) become
Vf * ^l-^f'\ = 1 (VIII-23)
^fVf * ^m^^-^f^^m = ^ (VIII-2it)
Therefore from Eqs, (VIII-22) and (VIII-23),
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(E-E )/(E--E ) = V a
(VIIl-25)
(E-E )/(Ern-E„) = (l.V,)a
^ ^ ^ m (VIII. 26)
Fro. Eqs.(Vin.25) and (VIII.26). the elongational strain
in the stretching direction is obtained, distributed in the
crystalline and amorphous phase. The same procedure can be
applied in determining the transverse strain perpendicular
to the stretching direction by changing 6 in Eq.(VIli-i2) to
(90- e).
When the distribution of macroscopic elongation and
transverse strain in the crystalline and amorphous phase is
determined, it is possible to calculate the crystalline and
amorphous strain in any coordinate system. Of special
interest are the lamellar shear strain, el^. lamellar normal
strain, e 3. elongational along the lamellae. e[. and amor-
phous strain perpendicular to the lamellar surface, 63.
These are mostly responsible for the crystal orientation
processes, and G^,and 6^ are also responsible for the small
angle x-ray diffraction from the deformed spherulites.
The transformation of strain from the reference coordinate
systera(X, Y) to the material coordinates( 1 . 2) are expressed
as
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12
sin^e
sin^9
cos^0
2sin0 cos9
-2sin6 cosG
lysine cose sine cose cos^e
-sin^e
1
these transformation is performed for the crystalline strain'^'
and amorphous strain. According to these analyses, the long
period observed in the small angle x-ray diffrac-
be predicted by
:tion, L, can
m
L-L f
—2- = V e ^ (i-v ) e (VIII-28)
where is the long period in the underformed state.
Results and Discussion
The calculations have been made, based on several
assumptions concerning the charactistic properties of the
crystalline and amorphous phasei the ratio of lamellar length
vs. thickness, c/b, is 100 and transverse dimension vs. thick-
ness, a/b, is 10, the elastic modulus ratio of crystalline
phase vs. amorphous matrix,' ^, is lOOO, and the Poisson's
m
ratios are 0.3 and 0.5 for the crystalline and amorphous
phase. These values have been adopted since they have been
used with success in predicting the elastic moduli of
crystalline poly.ers. However as disousse. Halp^n^ and
Kardos. the exact values of these parameters are not clearly
known.
The elongational modulus of the lamellae-amorphous
composite along the stretching direction. E^. is obtained
fro™ Eq.(VlIl.ii). and E^E„ is plotted as function of orien-
tation angle in Fig.CviII.j) 3,,,,,, orystallinities.
The crystalline and amorphous strain along the stretching
direction ^is obtained from Eqs.(Vin-25) and (Vin.26). and
V^' are shown Figs.(vni.4) and {VIII-5), 6 being
the macroscopic strain along the stretching direction. In
those three figures, it is seen that the an^lar profiles of
V^m' h^^' a'^^ affected by the crystallinity. In other
»ords. the strain distribution is very „,uch dependent upon the
crystallinity. Also the deviation from the parallel or series
model is clear. The parallel model assumption at e^o'. would
predict^ e/e = e/e = l. Similarly the series model assuraptio,
at e=90", would predict 6/e=0 and ye=l/(X-Vp. However it
should be noted that the results obtained here always stay
between these extreme series and parallel model predictions.
The crystalline strain along the lamellar axis, ef, and
crystalline shear strain in the lamellar coordinate, e^-.
are shown as and ef^/e^ in Figs, (VIII-6) and (VIII-7)
for the case, eye^=-0.k, e^, e being the macroscopic
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strain in X and Y dirpotiov.
^^g"^fi=ant effects of crystal-
linxty are seen and rapid change in crystalline strain is
noticed at nigher orystallinity.
It has been suggested by several autl^o^rs that the
crystalline shear strain,
12, is mainly responsible for
the chain tilting or crystal slip process 1+^ -L "Ji^ess, it IS assumed
that the crystal shear strain, and crystal slip process h^s
its maximum when the lamellae are oriented 45 ' with respect
to the stretching direction. Results shown in Pig.(Vlii.7)
indicate that the crystal shear strain distribution depends
strongly upon the orystallinity. When completely crystalline.
^12 has its maximum at 0= ^5.' However as the orystallinity
decreases, fej2'™aximum shifts toward smaller 6. closer to
the stretching direction, and the distribution profiles
are changing at the same time. Therefore it is noted that
the deformation processes of crystalline polymers of different
orystallinities should not be uniquely defined.
The change of long period is plotted in Fig.(vni.8)
as a function of orientation as a-L^)/(L^6^)
. The change
of long period is the same for all crystallinities.
This is expected since the long period is due to the lamellar.-
amorphous composite, whose strain 13 related to the macro-
scopic strain by the affine deformation.
All the results obtained are based on the parameters
as discussed before. More precise predictions could be made
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if »ore informations are available on determining these
parameters by other experimental techniques, e.g. electron
microscopy.
It would be also possible to test the present theoretical
predictions by the electron microscopic observations, micro-
x-ray. and small angle x-ray diffraction experiments on the
deformed spherulitic polymers. The systematic investigation of
deformation behavior of low density, medium dendity. and high
density polyethylene would be also desirable in this respect.
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PART V SUMMARY
Several theories of light scattering, x-ray diffrac-
tion, and orientation of polymer crystals have been dis-
cussed, concerning their application to the study of
structure of crystalline poly,„ers and its change upon
deformation.
And based on these theories, light scattering measure-
ments-have been applied to study the effect of annealing the
quenched polyethylene films.
Composite theory has also been applied to crystalline
polymers to predict the local strain, based on their morphol-
ogy.
These several different theories are related with each
other in that they are concerned with simple separate aspects
of general complicated problem of understanding the physical
properties of crystalline polymers.
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES
A-1. Fringe-micelle model of crystalline polymers.
I-l. Schematic diagram of sector and its orientation.
1-2. Photographic light scattering set-up.
1-3. Model Of assembly of focal conies representing the
cholestric mesophase morphology of liquid crystals.
I-'*. Definition of r, r^, and r^.
1-5. Contour diagram of log(I„J from the randomly oriented
sectors with ^=18o; and #=o'(a). and 6=if5'(b).
1-6. Contour diagram of log(I„J from the randomly oriented
sectors when ^=6o°(a), and p=5'(b).
1-7. The variation of I„^ intensity with W at ^=-,5 'from the
randomly oriented sectors with different values of the
aperture angle,
I-8. Comparison of the variation of
1^^^ intensity with W
at M==^5*foT the disk composed of anisotropic sectors
and the homogeneous anisotropic disk.
II-l. Definition of r, r^., and r.
.
II-2. Definition of parameters for the truncated spherulite.
II-3. One example of computer simulation of spherulites
distribution within a circle of 20/< in radius.
The variation of I^^* with W at M=o\hen the interference
effects only is considered for 4o sets of assembly of 20
spherulites, compared with single spherulite case with
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II-5. The variation of I,, • with W at /j-o' v,Vv xn w /^-o when the interference
and truncation are considered for 4o sPtc n-rj-u s-u e s of assembly of
20 cpherulites (a) R=:l>^ (k) ^-t/iJ./* ^Dj
..-3^
, compared with
single spherulite case with c^-a =.3. and a,-a=i.
TT ^ w t SII-6. The variation of I,, • with W a+ u-c^rs" u .xn w t M-90 when the interference
and truncation are considered for ^0 sets of assembly of
20 spherulites of R^jm
.
compared with single spherulite
case with (X^-a^=-3, and a.-o( =1.
X s
III-l. The correlation of a spherulite, r„ (r).
III-2. The variation of 1^^ intensity with M It W=4 obtained
from rjj^(r) shown in Fig,(iii«i)^
III-3. The variation of Ij^^ intensity with W at different
azimuthal angles, obtained from 7 j^^(r) shown in Fig.(lli.i).
The variation of the average squarl fluctuation for the
^v scattering, with volume fraction of spherulites
for different values of iot^-aj with o^^.o(^=-3.
III-5. The correlation function of a spherulite, (r),
with o? ^-ct^=-3, and 0(^-0(^=9.
III-6. The correlation function of a spherulite, Y ^ (r)
,
with of^-o(^=-3, and oL^'d^=^.
^
III-7, The correlation function of a spherulite, (r),
V
when spherulites are volume-filling.
III-8. The variation of I^^ obtained from the correlation function
shown in Fig, (111.6).
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IV-l. The coordinate system defining the orientation of optic
axis in a two dimensional spherulite.
IV-2. Lattice model of a two dimensional spherulite.
IV.3. The orientation fluctuation in one dimensional lattice.
IV-4. Comparision of the variation of log(l^^) with W at /.^^s"
for the perfect spherulite and a spherulite with radial
disorder of 5 =0.5. M=25,and C^=o.01.
IV-5. Comparision of the variation of log(i^J with W at /V=45^
for the perfect spherulite and a spherulite with angular
disorder of 6=0.5, M=25, and C^=o,01.
IV.6. The variation of intensity with W at M^^f for spherulites
with different disorder parameter 6 and M=100, and C^=o.oi.
The variation of relative
1^^^ intensity with /x at W=/|.
for spherulites with different disorder parameter S when
M=l00, and C^=0.01.
IV-8. The variation of log(I^^) with W at /^=0-for spherulites
with different disorder parameter 6 when d
-c( =-?
r t ^*
^t"V^' M= 25, and C^=o.Ol
IV.9. The variation of log(lj^^) with W at >i=90'for spherulites
with different disorder parameter 6 when <?<^-o^^=-3,
^'t-V^' ^'^=25, and C^=0.01.
IV-IO. Comparision of the variation of 1^^ intensity with W at
yU =45 for the quenched and slowly cooled low density poly-
ethylene sample and the truncated spherulite with perfect
order of crystal orientation.
IV-7.
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IV-11. Calibration curve showing the variation of 1^^ (W=/+)/i (W=15)
1 •
V V
at with 8 when<o=o, M=100, and C^=o.01,
IV-12. Calibration curve showing the variation of 1^ (A'=45')/Ih ^=x)
V V
at W=i4- with 5 when £0=0, M=l00, and C^=0.01.
IV-13, Calibration curve showing the variation of the maximum
^H^ intensity with 5 when eo=o, M=100, and C^=o,01.
IV-14, Curve fitting og the variation of the experimental
relative 1^ intensity with W at //{=^5*by combining the
disorder (5=0.22, M=100, C^=o.01) and truncation effects.
IV-15, The variation of crystalline birefringence with 8 when
M=100, and C^=0.01.
IV-16. The variation of intensity with W at /i=^5* for different
V
value of disorder parameter 6 when u) fluctuates and p=90,
M=100, C^=0.01.
IV-I7. Calibration curve showing the variation of 1^ (//
V V
-O'and 15*) at W=4 with 8 when (P is random and M=100, C^=0,ol.
IV-18. Calibration curve showing the variation of 1^ (W=4)/Ij^ (VN18)
V V
at /<=45*'with 6 when to is random and M=100, and Cj^=0.01.
IV-.I9. Calibration curve showing the variation of the 1^ peak
V
intensity with 6 when tx) is random, and M=100, C^=0.01.
:V-1, The variation of Ij^ intensity with d at /i =45* for the
quenched and annealed polyethylene films(Tanaka sample).
V-2. The variation of Ij^ intensity with /A at the maxium
scattering angle fo^ the quenched and annealed polyethylene
films(Tanaka sample).
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^"3« The variatinn o-f t • _lOf intensity with 6 at ^.=45^0^ thequenched and annealed(42 and I1n ^
(P.E. M80n).
polyethylene mms
The variation of
^.tensity with M at the .axiu.
3=atte.in. an.ie the
..enched and annealed polyethylene
filmsCP.E. M8011),
V-
5 The H and .oatte.ln. patterns
..o. the polyethylene ni.s.
-
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Crystal orientation processes within a deforced spherulite.
-
.
Coordinate syste. defining the orientation or crystal axes.VI-3. expansion of the theoretical and experimental crystal
orientation functions for the low density polyethylene
sample at 55 C.
VI-'.. Co^parision of the theoretical and experimental crystal
orientation function, for the low density polyethylene
sample at 45*C
VI-5.Unit cell of polyethylene crystal viewed along the c axis.
Vl-6. Configuration of the optical system of wide angle x-ray
diffraction experiment,
VI.7. Comparision of the experimental and theoretical variation
of diffraction intensity with the azimuthal angle for
the 110 and 200 planes of low density polyethylene with
15^ elongation at ^5'c.
VI-8. Comparision of the experimental and theoretical variation
of diffraction intensity with the azimuthal angle for
the 110 and 200 planes of low density polyethylene with
20 fo elongation at
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Vl-9. The variation of f withig time after rapid stretching
for the low density polyethylene at 2o'c.
VI-10. The variation of f, „ith ti.e after rapid stretching
for the low density polyethylene at 20*C.
VI-U. The variation of orientation parameters with time
Obtained from the results shown in H^AVl-m and Fig.(VI-9)
VI-12. The variation of the dynamic orientation parameters
with frequency for the low density polyethylene at 4lC.
VI-13. The variation of the orientation parameters with frequency
obtained from the results shown in Fig.(vi.l2).
Vn-1. Schematic diagram of the variation of long period within
a deformed spherulite,
VII.2. The variation of the relative electron density in a crystal.
VII.3. Definition of the angle 0 and 0 in SAXRD experiment.
VII-4. Calibration curves relating the experimental values of
dq to and k. and the relative peak intensity normalized
for the unit crystal length when ^/o{ is 0.3.
VII.5. Calibration curves relating the experimental values of
dq to and k. and the relative peak intensity normalized
for the unit crystal length when §/o( is o.4.
VIII-l. Composite model of the spherulitic polymer, and the .
definition of lamellar dimensions.
VIII-2. Definition of the components of stress and strain in
the reference and material coordinate systems.
VIII-3. The variation of E^E^ with 9 for several values of
crystallinity.
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VIII-4. The variation of G /g wi +h ^t^/fc t y for several values of
crystallinity.
VIIl-5, Tne variation of e /Z wirh A -p^
r/^ i t? for several values of
crystallinity,
VIII-6. The variation of e^/^ wi +h ft -p^
^l/^c ^^^^ ® ^03^ several values of
crystallinity when ey/e^=-0.i^,
VIII-7. The variation ofefVc with 0 -Fnr^ o^^r^ t12^ several values of
crystallinity when ey/e^=-0.4,
VIII-8. The variation of long period(^ ) with 9 for several
values of crystallinity when
€^e^=.o,4.
/
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APPENDIX
r—L. The computer program to calculate the light scattering
pattern from the randomly oriented sectors,
I-2 • The computer program, to calculate the light scattering
pattern from the disk in which the anisotropic sectors
are arranged in a circular array.
II-l, The computer program to calculate the scattering
patterns, considering the inter-spherulitic interference.
ir-2. The computer program to calculate the Vy scattering
pattern from spherulites, considering the effects of
the inter-spherulitic interference and truncations.
III-l. The computer program to obtain the correlation function
of spherulites, and the light scattering pattern from
this correlation.
TT-l. The computer program to calculate the light scattering
from the disordered spherulites,
VI-1. The computer program to determine the orientation
parameters
from the experimental results hy comparing the square
deviations.
TI-2. The computer program to predict the
diffraction intensity
distribution, for the 110 and 200 plane of the
polyethylene
from the orienation parameters
iA2
VT-^. The computer progran to deternine the dyiiainic orienta-
fcLoiL parameters.
VII-l, The computer program to correct the slit smearing in
the small angle x-ray diffraction experiments.
"VTII-l. The computer program to calculate the local strain
distribution in crystalline poljnBers, employing the
composite theory.
VII-2, The computer program to calculate the relative peak
intensity of the small angle angle x-ray scattering
as function of the structural parameters,
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15 D^^F^JSIa>j - h 1 ( r-Q^ , c I I f 60 > * XI C 6C)
?n^^ TMIS TM?: LIGHT .SC^TT M G FF-Ov, A S^.ClOh^
30 1 = 0.000 3
^0 ?! = ?• 1/! 1 55P6
50 XL^i'-^sO. 0000 5 ^
'
60 :-.= C.0O03
6 5 P r = 0 •
70 C=inrnc'0,
lb DFL='^o.
77 Ur-L = l. FL-^r l/ IMO.
5^0 D' sQ.^
«S D>.-'-=10.
100 X^sg.^PI /XL^>'
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A
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/ilO Sli-O*
415 SI=0.
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500 COMTINiUE
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.
530 >:'-'v=XHv+^.=^XI (2*L) + 2.*XI (2*L+ 1)
5^0 COX'TI'MUF
550 XHV=XHv+XI ( n + XI ( SO^'^^.+XI ( 51 )
•560 DFL = -DEL
570 v,= v,+ 1
5P0 I?(''''-?)230, 230* 590
59 0 XH V - X M V * D G ^ ^ ' / 3
.
650 X'-^ v= ( ^ 1 * CO S HO / V *= 'i^ 2 ) 2x XH V
655 aHV=X'^"v=^C**2=*= C 2. PI /EE ) 2
660 XH'^= ALOG(XMl)
670 P i . rv T * X'«1 U 1 :» * X ^ V
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APPENDIX 1-2
LIST DO 3 ' .'•TBI* s^i'-wj^i.* ^« ^
10 f.-og;-.a-.' do
.n-
-
.
.
15 PT<E:^iSI D-J BrlCO, t:-.?(?50),EI IC'=;0),FI2(25C)
20* THIS IS T-iF SC^TTEhllNiG Fr.OX A LICLJID Ci-.fSTAL VIODELZZ*
30 Al=0.0003
^0 PI = 3. 1 /J 1 ST?6
50 /.LA'i=0.O000 5
60 i-;=0.0003 • ,
.
F=10. ' '
.
70 hS=F^i^ • . .
f^S 0=100000.
100 L7L=^'o» 2
lOn D-:L=DFl,'j=PI / P'<0.
110 Dv=*.).^' ' " -
120 ;--v^Aa=8.0
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150 PE.=BE*FT / loO. ' ' . •
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300 CO SiiO= CO S ( T H ) / S C liT < CO S ( T H > * * ?!+ ( S I v. ( 1 H ) * S I :>i ( xv U ) ) * * 2 )
310 GAv=0.
315 v,S = F=^\'. •
^
3^50 Dn':^''^': = PI /?.oo. .
330 CAL = '"^K/50. ' •
'
3^0 DO ^on 1=1,201
350 AL=GA--PP /2. '
Tr-^O PS=COS(A->'U-GAM')
37 0 z;s=v.s*ps
3!-"<0 ZHS=2.S''=Sr^'(3S) + CJSfZS)- 1 •
390 ZIS=-ZS«CnS(ZS) + SIvl(ZS) . •
ZiQO rO S3 0 J= 1, 51
^ICi TO = ^L+ D^^L
•
420 y=SI>iF(2.*10> »f-
430 P=COS(KMU-AL) 1- V ' •
440 Z = '.'^*P ' ' -
-fiSO Zr.= Z---SI 'KZ") + COSf 1 . .
.
460 ZI=-Z*COSCZ) + S! ^JfZ)
500 ERl C J) = ^/P*=^2*Zh
510 EI 1 ( J) = :r/P*'"2*ZI . •
520 ^l,= ^L+P^L
530 COVTIMUF ' •
540 Sh=0.
d50 SI=0. . .
5f 0 DO 5«0 K= 1, 24 - • /
565 Si'.= £^ + 'i'J«*FKl ( 2-'''K) + 2.*Fr. 1 ( 2*K+ 1 ) ) .
570 SI=SI+4.*EI 1C2*K)+2.*FI 1C?*K+ 1)
5'^o r )\-TrvJ''""
_
, ^ ^
nP- 5 r ' *^ ( T ) = ! • M . / 3 . ( i + . H 1) + /- • * n 1 ( 50 ) + r . 1 ( 3 D ?
5^7 ;:X=F:2CI)
50 0 2f T > = P^!./3.*( SI + FI 1 f 1 ) + I 1 ( 50)
+
-
I 1(51))
593 hHO( n = (E: 2CI )*Z:.S-EI2CI )*ZIS)/PS=^*2
A6
5^7 G<^>'= Gfi^+DGA^
600 CO\'TI\'U^
610 Ar-.= 0.
620 XI =0. . .
630 DO ^70 L= 1^ ^9
^1C\ CO^jTIMUF
f fto X ;- = Dr-'^''/ 3. * (Xr +'='i:2( 1 ") + ^.''^ FF ?f ''00) + E; 2( 20 1 ) )
7 0 0 X H I = A I- "f^ 9+ ]\ I V
7 90 X ^= ( ^ 1 * C0 S ; -.0 /O 5: ) P ) * * P * .\ H U
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Definition of symbols in Appendix (I -1 ) , and' (1-2):
PI: TT
TJaM: The wave length of light in the medium.
R: The radius of the sector.
BE: The aperture angle of the sector.
DEL: The angle between the optic axis direction and the sector
radius
.
W: kRsin 9
XMUl: The azimuthal angle
XHV: The Ig^ intensity,
RS": The radius of the disk containing the sectors inside.
p nuc in ti HOD E Li
D!HtNbION XlHV(6 5,2),XL0GlMvf83,7).AXb(b5j.AYF(9 TfcHVrn^
N s 2 u
R = 0,0003
UAMbDArQ
, C0Q042S
ARMATs-0 ,0003
A2 = U ,U001
DELwrg ,20
PRINT 111
ttt-FtS^k^ y,u V.V PaT T E K N top !N T k PFEREN L £ LIGH | S CATT YRTNPRIM 113,N,NU,R,A1, A2.C
^^^fy.^."*^ ^^*/*lQX,* R ADTU*; or SPHEKULITES =* . F20 , 7 , /, i o X , Al
DO ^5 1 = 1, 8b
Do '^^ J = l,2
KKK = 0
27 W s 0,1U
KKK = KtiK*l
KK = U
MUR=MU*PI/180,
26 ThETA H—r-A^ N { (W*LAMBDA)/(P"»PUP) )
KK = ^K*1
&^HHU2 = C0S(THETAR ) /S Q R T fcnS( T ME T AR)* «2 »Sl\( T HETAR)**2*SlN{MURT
1**2 )
CQSK H Ul COS ( TMETA R ) /S O R T ^ CHS ( T ME T AR ) *«2* S I N { ThETAR ) **2*C0S ( HUR )
CALL BC S( 0 >W,0,
J
O W,T )
CALL bES(l,W, 0, JIW.T)
xx = i^ * hUf^
EHV(Kn,KKK)=C*COSRH01*PI*R*«9*2,/W**2*(Al*(l,,JOW)*A2*(W*JlW-(l,»
XJ0 Wn-(AlcA2) * COS(XX )* (2. » fl>J 0 W)»'N * Vlwn
W s W DELW
IFtW LL, W M AX)GO TO 2 6
FACT = (R**2)*(PI)
FACT {N « (FACT « «2 ) )
200 1=1
5 0 0 XgRAN ^ (gl ? * 0 ,4
YbRANF(-1)*0,4
IFCU-U ,02V)5n9, 5)15, 515
50 9 X(IW
515 IF(N- J )525,500,500
52^ DO ^ 2'^ J = 1, N
DC 15> 1=1, N
IF
.
irQ, I) GO TO 15
XX=( (X( 1 )'XC J) )**2)*( (Y( I ).Yf J) )**2)
0 15 1 (
i
) =SUK ! (XX)
G(n=uisT(n/(2,*R*ioo.)
1 F< X(J ) .U T . Xt )GU l U 1 7
XX=nY(l)-YCJ))/DlST(I))
xy=^^b(xx)
IF(XX-1, )S),6,6
6 IF ( Y Y( n )G0 T O 7
GAMMAh( n=0
,
GO TO l b
7 GAMMAK(I)=PI
GO T O lb
5 GAM«AK( I)=ACOS(XX)
GO TO ItJ
17 XX=l ( Y( J)-YC I ) )/DlST( I )
)
lb GAMnAHd ) r AC&S(XX) » PI
\> CCNTItNUt
20^ WsO.l
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KtrffgKu *p i/ieo
,
210 UC «0 Isl,N
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eo CCNTlNUfc
KK^fri^l
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DO 75 1=1,
N
IFU . &Q> J)GO TO 7 5 ;—
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—7^-GeW-T-^NUfc
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- WsW*DbfcrH : "
IF(W fLfc, WMAX)GO TO 210
22& CcN-HHWt
JI=JI*1
IF (iNU«Jn23C|200|2t^9
230 Ws-U,l
XMI = NU ^
XK = N
PRINT 64
t/^-JC
DO ii20 1=1. KK
XIHV(1» J) = XIHV( I i J)/XKU/rACT "
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.
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-A-»\ivo;-Tvij.»/]iST(I,J))
— A : \ 1 M A k. r 1 X - .— , > „
-rf ' ' 1' V i , ^ ; S ) . 1 J 1) ^ ^
jC t:) 15
lMA^slX;^),o!
,x.ij)l^O T^VT
^A^M'iHC i
, J? = \C ISf XX')
1 !
.
i.>
1 'iA ^H AH ( I . J ) = p I
17
ri i3
\
XX = ((Y(n-aj))/jiST(I,J))
j-
!':>
oA 'i'>^KU
» JJ=.vu JoUn + PI
—
T!^ <
-
-
' i - ^ , V \(
.
11=1+1
Jw X'i J=ll,>g
GA"'MAK(J.I) = ]AMMA,^(I,j) ^ PI
• t-n rr—1 . T i—-—.- t t n ——
-V-" ' - vjvijo; — — .
JC 1 = 1, -J
—rm r) k-m-' n
" \ij — - ^ .
.
IF K I .ti. j)GJ ro
.[.T. TO ai
cSTAr^n.J) = 0.
( 1- « 1.1—->—.
21
-3 J
UL \ > —
= STm-VU.J) = AC0S(3(I,J))
1
'
' 1 r 1 '11 1 ^
—
•
—
fc V ^ 1 1 K ^ C —
FA'^T = J , n
»iJ i=i, V ~
Lie *n J = l,^
rrn t^t; jj*-iu d «5o ^ ——
XX=l2*rSTA^( I, J) )
r A^b J- U v-irJCTXTJ
P ACT=»' AG"r + ^AC;0'^
L ^ 1 1 i>* J c ' —
FACT
= (^**2)*(?I-(rACT/(2*Nn )
31
H I lU 31, r A J T —
FC^|^U(////31X, »:o'^f^C-CTION FACTOR = MX . ti2
, 3, ///
)
F A g 1 - ( 'J * ( F i\ c r * * ^ )
) "
PRIM 31, FACT
2 7 W= 1 ,
1
r K < = g> < 1 —
KK = U *
26 TWET4H = AS!'nI( (U*LA^RDA)/('5.*Pl*P) )
jrv "u-i
- .j-sl Ihri fC 'Si r-lt:iA'y;**<|»bl\( IHblAK;**2*biN(MUR;
'wC-r^'^ul - L:C;3(THS7Art)/5l3=^T /C^Sn^E rAW)**<?*Sl\(Tr^ETAH )**2*ICSIMUR)
^ A - 1- u L i ; u # i-J , U , J d W , i J
CALL t3'rS(l,W,0,wlW,T)
1
hK >' = :«':o?f^-iLii*rJ I n'**:^*-^. / w^o* u5hA 11* (1 .-JOl-)A'^^<AT^{WJlwJJw
• 1, ;+A9f;AT3*CCS( ^Uf^)**2*{2.*fl.-JCW)-*^*Jl^) )'
D C 0 I = 1 ,
J C *t G J :. 1 ,
'
\
IF(1 J)'iO TO 4u
4
0^^06/71
1 h ^ I 1 » J ) , L T . 1
, ) GO TO ^"5 ~ 'thVHin,j) = 6.
A15
= r,
GC TO <JC
<3 cr ! r T iir .
. .
-! ^-''"^^•JM/F!C'*T(NINC*^-1)
^ PT" 1 =-T 1—T-1 ! r
wv^ ^o-i-itvir. ^ —
,
u< X = W * X X
XX=A^b(kX2)
^a; ,L!r, h-^K^jLL lU 60 —
- 3 - f , ^ .
P -^wwt>Mxr; — .
^FmS At? ( =?RR )
IM» ^'tv .Li.
-^K^H)GO TO bO ^
ttr
C>C 10 61
II' T It
bt FC^r-ATC/Z/ZCXs^DENOhlNATOR E^UAL? Z£r,L*)
f-
F-. 1 1'^ T I / , I- X , W > g^G/^MMAf^lWJ f^^A^-l .r^Uh
T^f?^f^.},^(/^CX,*wx = *.2X,r^;^3-.//3r^y.*,X? = *,2x,F6.3,//:^0X.l.G/^t
-
» .i^A,Ft. j;,/;^;GX.*a^>AKl = * « ^ A > i- 6
.
// v3L a
, ;^bh =
2?X.I" f t 3)
61
b 1 D t- —
XX = ^ L Pt-'ARl
-C-AMMARl
A ;i - 1 w w V /. A ; —
SEC/r-L = i/xx
XXrLOb( ALFI-'ARl)
I'. ^ = O 1 H v« X J
WV.K'iCLi^ C X )
ccc: = siM(xc;)
•-•i*' -•if^vv.wi^'U.^vf,hr./^i»;,A**^ + AKMtT?)/WV»*<:*(WWl''-tL + WX*WW-XL*i:;:Cu)
Tm Jw) = C»- ( ARMAT*XX»*^^ + A'^f)AT?)/wy**?* ^ w^^-L^c-wx*wuw + xc*cc)
5tr
Call l^Sf (Dt LALPHR,TRl,7,filr.ci5)
CALL (l.'^LAL>='l- h,Tll,7,NP'CP)
-i
AO
IC ^'v Ui,r
L'L'^l V J ( ; ) ^ 0 i
~
lie "/C 1=1,1-^ i
LL ^'rljt ^ — —
I F t i 1 f: L . J ) G 0 TO 7 0 4
LL^ > V> ( J ) = [UifiHVK ( I ) GK^'RI (!,.))
"
Sl*-'hVj(i) r Sl)HH\n(n + EH^'Ii{I,J)
Lc ^ 1 I fil-H
rc t^n i = i,f.
t-t— —'
'
* ' 1 '
If ( 1 :t.b, JJGO in 80
5 .5A
— Ob/nA/71^'\j\^fi^
.
,
A16f.^if^pFy^
P7~"^T H' 1 M "
—
' 1—1
^^.'u? t'^ ^'"•-'-(l*Jj^c:-S'/RV(i,j)Sp.'r.Rb^ I, Jj = SlNCCOSKPSd
. JM
fcO Uo^!rIl:UL• ^ wj'j
rrr
—
t-s^—p-ttt—r; —
'-^ —
—
XjHvd)
={ ( iEHV*SUMHVR( I ) < SUi^H V ! I I) , ^
v~rFrT7~r~n—=—:—« ^—Tl'-^Ulil = J^Q _____
Z 1 V M ) = 0,0
tJl ft —nwo
— J.J 1
ir(i ,tij. j)Ga n 76
l*S'l.|HVHI)..^Uf1H7I(J,>*P05.<o-M.J)
— 9-f-l 1 ' 1 T .' .1 1 1 1. . :
r - ^-«^^ -1 I'l-'U
.
XT^/d) = (XHV( I )-.-rlH7( I)+7THV( I ) )
—
^-'T f ' ; 1 • P 1 ,
.
"O'-l t''*''!-. — — —
bO 'Ll 1=1, ^
9 0 XXlti7r<,;,,<<-^) = .<XlHV(Kr<,K,<K wvlHvf I )/(^ ACT'\'b)M f 1 1—•—T [-y ^ U ' ' i H J ^
iw = w + HElj
* r * '-'t^ t ^JIAaTou Tj ?o ~~ ~"
JI=JI*1
11- I wi 1 ' . J ; J. X i , 1 1 1 , j_ J 3
120 W = -U,s3
* 1 •— — — —~—Kj^l.Ml .
i^-^U 1=1. =
W = W + DCL^J
H R I V t 1 D 1 , , X < I H V ( I , 1 )
151 KO^-^AT (10X,ri3 .i,r30
.10 )
XLOoIhV( I,i)=ALJG(XXHV(I.t ) >
1- n 1 1 1 4 > , /. , X u U J 1 H V ( I , i J
145 FOPnAT(lOX,r 10.3,10X,F2D.7>
1 4 U L 0 " - T I ' L' c
171 STCK 1
—^—— —
- ~
^
V— ^ ub/n A/71
A17
' C
i ; t u hM H
, > , 2 * N r I M )
T itN Cf Fl^^A^^:TERS
r
Y
—
z
* fhE: irjpiiT vt^cTC^ '^r FuNrTiLN Values.
c = TMf. DlMF^:SIr>^; cF \'ECTnHc; y AND V
L M i\L 1 > . V f fjli 1 M \ -«
It- ('N iJi ' 0,1
1 SL^l = Y(i:)+Y(2)
cf- l-^Slr 1
—
:
SL^ = n1 * (Y(l>*SLMl + Y(3))
srprx^-rrcTTY-nn
''•L^i-i-'iri + ri*iu3)-t-MUxwy(i)*
SL"^= 'T ;fV (bj ——
^
>3L ' ^ = Al ' ;>2;^T » (M4 j-t-t.Uir^ -*-Y(A^ ) —
Z(li = U ,
A L > - UO •»• t ) ^
A L > = A U X * A L' >
Z ( ? j - L
-
l-
'f '^»nT^ ( > (2;-*-AllX>Y (4^ )
/ ( ? J =bl.'f 1
Zi-' j - au r —
IF O^LM^^-6)5,5,2
t iK'TcGKAl ION LnO='
5pnr=7rrj7i
ALVx=Y C J -1 )*Y( I-ii
ALyi = A'JXl + AUXl
AL'« i-i'Jl 1 * I V ^ ^^.^JJ^j^^y J , J )
Z( I'2i=bU,13
if ( i -NU 1 N ) vi , ^ , b
3 AUX^=Y ( i )+Y ( I
)
— A L >^ - J >, + A U A
ALX«i = bUf!2-HHT*( Y( Ul )+AlJX24.V( I+l ) ) :
H Z ( J -1 ; =bL'M^
,
t> Z(NL Ih-1 ) = AUX1
Z t Ml I fl ) "Au ^.2
RETURN !
0
—/It !r) MM-::. ;
Z(f'iJlfi)=AU\i
u^Tuftn .
C. END OF IK'TEGPATlO.Ni LOUP ]
/ IF('jni'^-3)iJ,l'S3
~A
cJ SU'^<; = i.l2p*^T*(Y(l)+Y(?)*Yr2 wY(?) + Y(0)*Y(3)*Y(3>+Y(4) ) 1
Jc -i" ^ ^ c ; ^ r t J j
Slj'^l = bUr'l + SU,Ml
*
SL^l-'iT^('T(l)'*-bUri-*-Y(:3))
Z(l) = u, '
\
A ij X
1
= Y ( ) » Y { 3 )
^
A 1 5( 1 = 'J X 1 * J X
1
iF(i>fUl^-^)lJ,9,9
4
05/0ft/71
)
- U ' J t * Aj r--—\——;—. . .— '.' -.. r—
' U ' x - 1 I f ; T i <5 } - - . . - 3
—
-
-
- .
—
^
.
__
L ( b ; = bL + ^ 1 ( Y )+AUKl + y (^^) ^
10 Z(3 )=bl-l
p I { 4 j = ai --a
f/PT JPN
ot ' c-^\' V + i j^i^ —
7(3;=hT*( r ( 1)-»-suN2: + Y(3) )
L { i r=rr-;
Ik ri.Tu^'\ : —
i
Definition oi symbols in Appendix (ll-l), and (II-2):
R: The radius of spherulites
.
LAI'BDAi The v/avelength of light in the medium.
NU: The number of sets of spherulites.
N: The number of spherulites in each set,
MU: The azimuthal angle
.
W: kRsin 6
XIHV: The I intensity.
-V
Al: o( -«
r s
A2: df-cn.
^ s
JIW: The first order Sessel function.
JOW: The zero order Bessel function.
PACT: The normalization parameter to compare with the single
spherulite case.
RANP(-l): The random number generator between 0 and 1.
X, Y": The coordinate for the center of spherulite.
GAIvIMAR: The angle between the vector connecting the centers-
of two spherulites end the polarization direction: of
the polarizer.
ESTAR: The angle of the truncation.
APPENDIX III-l
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LI ST
10 PhOGKAiV DEBYE
13 DI>ENSIO.N xv(30*30)^A( 30)>BC30)^FCC30)*Fb(30)
15 E1=0.
^0 t^l =3. 1^1 5926
25 DO 29 1=1
26 DO 29 J=l>21
27 h(I,J)=0.
29 COMTINUE
30 DO 500 5 1.
35 r-nl.N.T 37*/:
37 FOr.rATC I/O F5 .2)
40 DO 490 Y = l .,5 1 .
50 Z = (/- 1 .-25. )**2+C Y -1 . -P5 . )**2
60 I F( ^-625.) 75*75* 490
75 Al =Y-1 .-25.
•fJO A2 = bCi.T(Z)
85 BB=A1/A2
87 IF(A?.SFC3Fi)-l . )90* 90* 120
90 IF(/:-26. )93*93* 100
93 Al.l=f^I+ACObC -R5)
95 GO 10 130 •
*
100 ALl =ACOSF( 3B)
105 GO TO 130
120 IF(BB) 122* 122* 127 /
'
122 ALl=r^I ,
125 GO TO 130
127 AL1=0.
130 AL2=2.*AL1
135 EE1=-3.*C0SF( ALl)+*2+4.
140 E1=E1+ES1**2
^5 0 /.H=0.
155 DO 480 1 =1* 1 1
160 ALP=0. '
165 DO 470 J=l*7
170 XX=X + Xr.*SIi\iF(ALP)
175 YY=Y+/:K*C0SF( ALP)
180 ;^ii = (XX- 1 .-25. )**2+(YY-l . -25. )**2
183 IFCZZ- 625 .) 185* 185* 460
185 AAl =YY-1 .-25.
190 AA2 = St;nT( ZZ)
195 CC=AAi/AA2
197 IF( AB5F( CO - 1 . )200*220*220
200 I FCXX -26. ) 202* 202*210
202 AALl =PI+ACOSF(-CC)
205 GO TO 2 30
210 AALl=ACObFCCC) ^
215 GO TO 2 30
S20 I EC CC)223* 223* 227
223 AAL1=PI
5??5 GO TO 230
227 AAL 1=0.
230 AAL2=2.*AAL1
235 EE2=-3.*C0SF( AALl)**2 + 4.
2^0 HCI* J)=H( I, J)+EE 1*EE8
A60 ALP=ALP+PI/ 12
.
470 CONTINUE
^15 Xn=:':h+5.
480 CO.VTI NUE
490 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
510 DO 5 50 I =1, 1
1
^20 DO 5 50 J=l,7
530 n( I , J) = .-.(l , J)/Ei
535 Pr.lNT 5^0> I > J,r.CI ^ J)
540 FOr.iVATC lA,2I 6,r 1 5.4)
550 CONIINUE
600 INPUT,/:U
'S05 aU=aL/180.*PI
610 'a=0.
615 An.=0.
620 DO 800 I=U I I
640 AL=0.
645 DO 730 J=l ,25
647 JA=J-1
650 Jl=jA/12
^655 J2=JA-J1*12
'657 IF ( J2-6)670> 670>660
660 J2=12-J2 • .
670 J3=J2+1
675 y 1=C05F(aU- AL)
680 Y2=V.*/:K*Y1
685 Y3C=C0SF(y2)
690 Y3£=SINF(i2)
700 AC J)=r.( I ,J3)*Y3C
710 B( J) =r.( I, J3)*Y3S
720 AL=AL+f^I/12.
^30 CONTINUE
740 C1=0.
tso si=o.
*760 DO 780 K=l, 1 1
765 C1=C1+4.*A(2*K)+2.*AC2*K+1)
770 SI =51+4.*3(2*K)+2.*3(2*K+ 1
)
780 CONTINUE
785 FCC I)=r^I /36.*(C1+A( 1) + 4.*A(24)+A( 25) )
786 FCC I )=FCC I )'?=XR
787 FSC I ) =rl / 36.* CS1+3C 1 ) +4 . ^rBC 24 ) +BC 2 5) )
789 FSC I ) =FbC I ) *Ar.
790 An=Ar.+ 0.2
800 CONTINUE
810 GC=0.
.
815 GS=0.
820 DO 8^0 L=l,4
830 GC=GC+4. *FCC2*L)+2.*FCC2*L+ 1
)
835 GS=Gb+4.*FSC2*L)+2.*FSC2*L+l) •
840 CONTINUE
A22
850 GC=0.2/3.*(GC+FC( 1 ) +/» . *FC CI n ) + FC( ID)
85 5 rS=0.2/3.*(GS + Fb( 1) + /^.*FS( 10) + Fs( ID)860 H7=C;C**2+GS**2
870 XH.;=ALOG( H7)
8B0 t^r.im H90> a,XH7
890 FO.-t.v.AK 1/.^ F5 . 1 , 1 0X, F 1 0 . )
900 l'. = >. + l.
910 lF('.-.-9.)615>615>600
9 50 END
960 endp:-iog
Definition of symbols in Appendix (III-l):
El: The total suare fluctuation, for a spherulite.
E(I,J): The sum of products of fluctuations between the volume
elements separated by the Ith angular coordinate snd
the Jth separation distance coordinate in a spherulite,
X, Y: The coordinates representing the location of volume
elements in a spherulite.
jffil: The orientation of optic axis at the location (X,Y)
.
EEl: The fluctuation at (X,Y) position in a spherulite
( the equation shov;s the case for the scattering
when (ct^-c^) is -3, and (c^-C{d) is 4.)
EE2: The fluctuation at the position separated by the Ith
angular coordinate and the Jth distance coordinate from
the volume element at (X,Y).
XU: The azimuthal angle.
XHV: The scattering intensity,
* In this numerical calculation, the center of spherulite is
• located at the position (25, 25 ) , and the radius is 25 in
-fche scale used.
APPENDIX IV
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LI SI
5 f-r.Onr.AN DISK'
10 Dir-'r.ViilON' ^( 700),D(700),H: 1( 10,20),E2( in,20),//lH( 10*20)
11 DIt-'E\'SIGN Sn (^0)* COTC^O)* A5C( 100, 20)
13 1 = 100
1^ A^i = <l
15 N2=ioo/;-:i
17 13=1
20 C^- =0.01
22 i-I =3. 1 A 1 b9 2'')5A
2A DA =0.3
26 At^u^r'l/^*
.
27 r.= 3.
28 DO 3A K= 1, 20
29 AK=K
30 Sl=/.K+0. 35/(h*2.*r-I )
31 SI 1 (K) =^1 +il NF( AiYU)/^(jr.T( 1 • - ST**2+ ST**2*£I NF(/FU) **2)
32 COT ( K ) =^crri ( 1 . - SI 1 ( K ) * + 2 )
3^ CON'TINUE
35 DO 3rt L= 1* 10
36 DO 2H L5=l,20
37 AYKCL, L5)=0.
38 COM INUE
^0 DO AH K=\,\0
Al DO ^8 K5=l*20
-^3 El (K*r<5) =0 .
^5 E2CK,K5) =0.
^8 CONTINUE
^9
50 X 1 H= 1
.
51 DO 65 J = l> 100
52 /:j=J
53 DO 65 L=1^20
55 XXL=L - ,
.
57 S2=XJ*aaL/ 100
.
59 ABC(J*L)=S2
65 CONTINUE
67 DO 705 I =1* Ml
69 X 1=1
71 L=I-1 . .
73 A=2.*r'I*Xl
75 I1=X
77 IT=I/20
,78 ITI=IT*20
80 IF( I -I TI )83*83>85
83 r^r.INT 8^,1
8^ FO.-.yA'i ( lA> 13) , •
85 J2=n^NF( -1 )*X
90 IF(L)y 5, 95, 105
95 AC 12) =0.
100 GO TO 200
105 IO = (L*I'c^)/I
110 IFCDC 10) ) 1 15, 115^ 1P5
115 B=0.5-0 . 5* ( 1 .-h: (DC I 0) *CA) )
120 GO TO 130
125 3=0 .5+0. 5+ ( 1 . -E/.r^F (-DC I 0 )*CA) )
•^30 /.A=-A\TC-1)
150 IFC/..'.-P) 1 60, I'^O, 180
160 AC 12) =DC I 0) -1.
170 GO 10 200
IftO AC I 2) =DC 10) + 1 .
1200 Kl = l
205 K2=I2
210 K1=K1+1
215 IFCKl -I 1 )220, 220,500
-220 K2=K2+ 1
225 IF( K2- I 1 ) 230, 230,250
230 J=K2
2^0 GO TO 25 5
250 J=K2-I
1
253 I F(J-1 ) 260,260, 255
255 I3=CL*J)/I
256 K3=J-1
258 GO TO 280
260 13 = 1
270 K3=I
1
280 IFCL)290, 290,310
290 EB=ACK3)
300 GO TO 320
310 BB=CDC I 3)+ACK3) )/2.
320 IFCPJ3) 330, 330, 350
330 B=0.5 -0 .5 *C 1 .-E/.r^F CB3*CA) )
3^0 GO TO 3 60
"350 B=0. 5+0. 5+C 1. -EXPF(-BB*CA)
)
360 XX=RAi\iFC -1 )
AOO I FCXa-E)^ 10,^ 10, -^50
410 AC J) =33-1.
420 GO TO 210
450 ACU)=BP+1
.
460 GO TO 210
500 GO TO 510
510 N3=2.*PI*Aln
513 x>:3=r'^3
515 AL=0.
520 DAL =2.*PI/XNi3
52 5 ^^=:':3/i 1
530 DO 670 Jl =1, >3
535 F5=CJl-l)/iV4+l
540 Ir.=Xln
550 SI A2=S I NF C 2.* AL)
"553 Xl^U=Pl/4.
A26
555 CO:<=COSF(X^U-AL)
560 KKK=2
563 DO 6-5 5 K5= 1^ 10
565 S3 = A:-^C( Ir., KKK)*COM
566 S3C=C0i:FCS3)
567 S3S=SINr ( S3
)
568 DA=0.
"570 DO 650 L = 1j6
565 DEL=A(V5)*DA
590 S1 = C 3.*SIKF(DEL)**2-1
. )/?..*SI A2
•^95 El (L, K5) =E1 (L, KS)* <1 *S3C
600 E2(L*K5)=EP(L,K5)+bl*^3<
6^40 DA=DA+0.05
65 0 CONTI\iuE
653 KKK=KKK+P.
6 55 CONII lUE '
660 AL=AL+DAL
670 CONIINUE
673 /.lh=A lr.+ 1
.
675 F6 = ( Alrv-1 . )*aM/100. + 1 .
677 IPC ^6-I )5
I
0j5 10* 685
665 DO 70 0 K=l, I 1
690 D(K) =A(K)
700 CONTINUE
705 CONTINUE
725 DD2=1.
727 DO 750 J5=l* 10
730 DO 750 J=l*6
7^0 XYH C J> J5 )=/.YHC J, J5 ) + (El ( J> J5)**2+E2( J>J5)**2)*DD2
750 CONTINUE
^70 N3=N3+1
775 Phi NT, N 3
.
* •
780 IF(N3-5)^0,^0,800 -
800 DO 8 50 J =W 6 -
.
.•
810 DO 850 J5=l> 10
"820 IvW=aYH( J* J5 )*0.0001
.
•
825 wV.l=AL06(WV;) - -
830 Phi NT 8 3 5, J, J5, '.vV^ivifc l
-835 FOl-^FATC 1A,2I5, F20.5, F20.5)
850 CONTINUE
900 END '
910 ENDPhOG
A27
Definition of symbols in Appendix (IV
-1 )
.
la? The number of lattice cells along the radius.
CA': The parameter representing the tendency to return to
the original orientation of optic az-as.
R: The radius of spherulite in /t.
ST: sin 0
XYH(I,J): The scattering intensity at the Jth ?/ position
for the Ith cdsorder parameter g,
BB: The average fluctuation of the nearest neighbors.
A'(I): The orientation fluctuation of crystal in the Ith lattice
cell of the lattice layer in consideration.
D(I): The set of orientation fluctuation of crystals in the
previous lattice layer.
XIvlU: The azimuthal angle.
B: The probability to have negative fluctuation.
RAf7P(-l): The random number generator betv/een 0 and 1,
DA': The orientation fluctuation parameter 6.
DEL: The orientation fluctuation in the lattice cell,
* The sample program shovm here was used to calculate the
light scattering from disordered spherulite Case (3), where
the twisting angle fluctuates randomly. Other cases can be
easily calculated by changing the statement 590,
_^
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LIST
16 Dli^'h^jSIU-VJ FfcC 10)> f-itC 10)
'dO bli-ic"-vi>lu."'j aL( 10)^ tec iU)^ FAC 10)
c£ Llc.iL.'^blOSi i-CCC 10)* f mA( 10)* A.v( 100)'
ii3 DIMt-ViblU.M 60* 6)*^:0A( 60* 6)>Z G( 60, 6),ZE-E( 60* 6)
30 iiEAD 3b*(AL(I)*f-CCI)*FA(I)*r-ECI)*I=l*:'j) —^ .^v^,-^'' ^-^'/^
3 5 hOii.-iAl(5*^r7« 3)
^0 i-ia.Mi AO* (aLC I )* FCC I )* r A( I )* I )* 1 = i*.v)
^ 5 FOr_'iAi ( 1a* ^ir 10.3)
b 0 i;K= 0. Okib
6 0 L>j= 0» Okj D
70 Li-=O.OD.
7 b 5xi:'i= I •
.
8 0 Ai''iA=l«0
9 0 ai>u'i=1
9 b AEG=0. 002
1 00 /^'ii-= I • b
10b BE0=3. 1^41 5:^£: 6/2-
1 1 0 aA= 1.1
lit) LAL=3. l^lb'J26/bO.
1 iiO A/J u= 1 • 0
1 25 A1=0. Oo
127 A2=0.0o
1 30 1= 1 •
1^0 AL2=30r.i ( 1./aL( I ) ) '
1 50 AI.= 0.
1 60 DO 300 K= 1* 51 .
1 63 CO=CObF ( AL)
1 65 bI=bi:\iF( AL)
170 CA=aL( I )*Ca/SG?.T( (AL2*bI )**2+(>l.( I )*C0)**2)
1 75 ZCACa* I )=GA
180 A=aK*( aL( I )**2-aL2**2)*CA**2
190 EL=BLO*EArF(-A)
195 ZEECK* I )=bL ' .
200 bA=AL2*bl/bOKl( (ALii*SI )**2+(>l.CI )*C0)**2)
•205 ^bACK* I ) = bA
2 10 y=Xi^iU*(XL( I)**2-AL2**2)*SA**2
2 20 G= l.-EAPF(-f)
225 ZG(K* I ) = G
230 CC=( 1 . + G)/2.* (bIi>j(BE)*bA)**2+( cose EE)*CA)**2
2^0 A.\J(K) = CG*SI » '
2 90 AL =AL+LAL
3U0 COiNiiliMUt
3 10 DD=0.
3 20 DO 350 J=i*2^ ' ^
.
330 DD=DD+^.*X.\](2*J) + 2.*AMC2*J+1)
3 50 COL\iTI-\iUE
360 DD=DAL/3.* ( DL+A.Ni( l) + ^.*.^^( 50) + a.\»( 51) )
3 70 AA=DL/ii.
3 60 0F = ( 3. >i^AA- 1. )/ 2.
390 If (Of .LL.rC(I)+Al. A,\iD.0F.GE.F0(I)-Al)G0 "iO 500
4 00 A:"; U= U+ Dl^i
4 10 IF ( Ai'-^ 0- AC'j/i ) 420* 420* 430
- - .
. A29
4 20 GO iO 130
4 30 AK=AK+DK
1 r (AA-Ai^in) 4bO> -450* 1030
4 50 GO '10 120
500 1 = 1+1
505 i'CC(I-l)=ur
510 Ir(I-L\)) 1^.0* 1^:0> 5A0 *
5 40 r= 1.0
5 50 1=1
5 60 ALi:;=:^u:a ( 1 . /.-d. ( I )-)
570 ^iL = 0.
5d0 LJ 700 L= 1> 5
1
b^U CA=Z.CA(L,I)
6 10 eb=^hr.(L*I)
t'dO 5A=Z^A(L* I )
b40 0=ZG(L>I)
650 ri=i:^.i-r (-P*(aLCI ) ^i'* 2 ) * C/^*=s £)
6 60 CC=bI.\j(bh)=*=*2*CA**2* ( l.-H)/2.
6 65 CC=CC+bA**^2* ( l.+H)/2.*( 1 . - G) / 2 . + ( CO S < EE) * i A ) ( l. + G)^
666A (l.-rt)/4.
680 A.>j(L) = CC*5I.\i( AL)
690 AJ^ =AL+DAL
7 00 CO-Mil:^uL
7 10 DD=0.
7 20 LJ 740 M= 1* 24
7 30 DD=LD+4.*A.Nj( 2*:»l) + 2«*A.Si(2*r']+ 1)
7 40 COi-vjlliSiUL
7 50 DD=DA±./3.*(D1>a:\J( 1) + 4.*A.N1< 50) + A.Nj( 51) )
7 60 AA=DL/2.
7 70 F? = ( o.'f'AA- 1. )/2.
780 IF(FF.LL.rA(I)+A2.A.\iD«FF.eE.PA(I )-A2)G0. 10 8 50
7 90 P=P+DP
8 00 IF CP-Ai^iP) 550* t)50* 400
8 50 1 = 1+ 1
855 fAA(I-l) = i«P
860 IFCI-iM) 560* 560* 870
6 70 1=1
880 FBB(I)=-FCC(I)-FAA(I)
890 I?(FBB(I ) .LL. f B(I )+A2. AMD. FEfcC I) . Gt. hb( I )-P2) GO 10 910
9 00 (iO 10 79 0
9 10 1 = 1+ 1 ' ^ .
920 IF(I-M)880*860*953
9 53 i>M 1 = 0.
9 55 5.:'12=0.
'
9 57 brt3=0. ' • •
9 60 DO 9 70 J=l*.\i
963 5.^il=b.'il+(i'C( J)-FCCC J) )**2
9 65 b>12=5.-;2+(FA( J)-F AA(J))=i^*2
9 67 b>:3=^^-3+(r&< J)-FBBC J) )**2
9 70 CJ.siTI.OuE
9 73 5ul = i.vi l + b..2+b/i3
9 75 I ? ( i>i..^i- iDiil ) 790* 790* 9t>0
9 D 0 AKr\= ivA
9 62 A:'iuu=A.^]U
985 aPP=P
9 90 i5ni-l=bKl'
lOUU ^^nl.^'i l010>AKA>A:v:uu,APP>bhX
1010 I-Oi-^^iATC lA,3?7.i>,f 10.6)
1 OidO GO 'iO V^^O
1030 E.\iD
I
APPEMDIX VI-2
L I bi
1 0 *-^iOG^.A^ AhAf
2 0 DI i\ E.\J b I O.M G ( 200 L-E ( k:00 ), Al H ( LGC ) * AiH C 2 GU A\i ( £-CC )
22 DlMEMbIO:\] K( lOD'^iGAC 101),ZSA( ICl)
3 0 LI.^E.NJbIO.\ aL( 100),^ iriC 100)
35 biyjI:..vJblO;\i A4iH(eO)>Llri(eO),Ei^.iH(eO)
40 DiH=5. 141 D^2e/b0.
5 0 P=2.0
60 PI=3. 141 D92eb4
,
7 0 DEE.= rI/25.
bO D0X = PI/2o.
8 5 1=1'
9 0 aL3= 1.1b
9 b aL(I )=aL3
100 aL2= 1 . /bGhvi (.^a.3)
105 bE0=3. 1415926/2.
1 10 aH = 0.9
lib DAL=3. 141592e/b0.
1 20 A.Wu= 1 . b
1 2b DO 1 3b 0= 1^ bl
1 30 A iH( u) = 0.
1 33 ^: ih( J) = 0.
1 3 b CO.vjl I .vjuE
140 Z = AT A.\jt( 4.94/7.41)
143 CZ=CObf(Z)
14b bZ = bI^jPCZ)
1 bO AL=0.
1 60 DO 300 K= 1^ 51 «
1 63 C0 = C0bi- ( AL)
1 6b bl = bl.\)i' (AL)
1 70 CA=AL3*C0/bGKl ( ( AL2* bl ) **2+
(
aL 3* CO )** 2
)
1 75 ZCA(K)=CA
160 A=AK*( AL(
I
)**2-aL2**2)*CA**2
190 BECK )=EEO*LaPF (-A)
200 SA=AL2*bI/bGh.i < (/a.2*bl )**2+ aL3*C0 )**2)
205 ZSA(K)=bA
2 10 ^ =Ai^U*(AL( I )**2-aL2**2)*SA**2
220 G(K)= l.-EAPF(-r
)
230 H<K)=EaPF (-F*( aL3**2-aL2**2)*CA**2)
2 90 AL=AL+DAL
3 00 C0i\m:MUE
3 10 AL=0.
3 20 DO 600 K= 1> 50
330 AbE=EE(K)
3 35 hBb=bI.\Ji' (ABE)
3 40 ^.EC=C0SF (ABE)
3 43 Q:5=SIivjE( AL)
3 50 CA=ZCA(K)
3 60 bA=ZbA(K)
370 AH=H(K)
380 AG=G(K)
3 90 0X=0.
^00 DO bbO Si^l, 50
-^03 r.0^=5I-Mh (0.1)
4 0b iiQ C= CO bFCOi'^)
407 r.0 2=C0bF ( ^.=^=0X1)
4 1 0 LL= 0
.
4 1b AA=0. b+AG*r.02
4 20 LO b2:0 L= 1* bO
4 23 r.Eb=bI .\)? ( h£)
4 25 r.EC=CObF(t£)
4 27 nE2=C0i:P C2.*LE)
4 30 C C= r-Eb * CA* r.Eb+ bA* ( nEC* nO b+ r.E C* t.O C* r.E :d )
4 31A
4 35 C 1 = b * nEC * C A- SA* ( ^.0 b * r.Eb- 0 C* i--r, C * hE C )
438 GD=CZ*Cl+b2:*CC
4bO x'l' = G. b+AH*ir'.E2
4b5 DA=ACQb< GC)*50. 1.
460 DD=AGOb( CD)*50./PI+ !•
4 65 yiA = DA
4 70 i^j = DD
4 75 Z1H(i^iA)=ZlH(i^A) + AA*f i'*Qb
4 80 AlH(>2)=AlH(^'i)+AA*I-r'.*Ub
490 EE=EE+DE£
5 20 CUi^jil.NjuE
5 30 0M = 0i^j+D0M
5 50 C0:\jiI.\JUE
5 90 AI. = A_L+DAL ' •
'
59 5 ^-^-.IMI^K
6 00 CO.Mil.NJUE
6 10 DO 700 L= 1^ 51
6 30 A'i=L- 1
640 'iH=Xl*PI /50. + D1H/2.
650 ATH(L)=ATHCL)*G0b(iH)**2
655 A41H(L)=A1H(L)*C0S(1H)**4
660 EiH(L)=ZlH(L)*COb( 1H)**2
665 B4'iH(L) = i iH(L)*C0b(lH)**4
6 66A
7 00 COiMlIMUE
7 10 Fl 1=0.
7 1 5 F 1 2= 0
.
7 20 F14=0.
725 F21 = 0.
7 30 F22=0.
7 35 F24=0.
7 40 DO 8 00 iv!=l>24
745 Fl 1 = 1* 1 l + 4.*AlH(2*.'«l) + 2.*AlH(2*/i+l)
7 50 F 12=F12+4.*AlH(2*/i) + 2.*AlH(2*iVl+l)
7 5b F14=I' 14+4.*A4iH(2*yj) + 2.*A4iH(2*.>1+l)
7 60 F21=t21 + 4.*^: iH(2*M) + 2.*Z ix4(2*?^+l)
A33
765 F22=F22+4.*EiH(2*N5) + £.*blH(2*.v2+ 1 )
7 70 i'2^=I'2-4+A.*E^.iH( 2'i^/i) + 2.*&^; iH( ^:*.v5+ 1 )
8 00 CO.NilI:juL-
8 10 P 1 l = f 1 l + AiH( 1 ) + ^;.*Airi( 50) + AiH( 51 )
8 1 5 F 12=]- 12+A1K( 1 > + '^.*AlH( 50) + AlH( 51)
820 F 1-^.= 1' 1.^+A^1H( D + '^.^A^iHC 30) + A4iH( 51)
8 25 F 21 = ? 2 1 + ^ iH( l)+^.=i=Z'lHC5G) + Z'IH( 51)
8 30 F22=Fii2+E'iH< l)+-^.*5iHC50) + E iH(51)
8 35 F2^=F2^.+ E'^1H( 1 ) + A. ^E^: iH( 50) + E41H( 51)
840 01 1=F 12/? 1 1
845 C14=?-14/P 1 1
850 C21 = ?22/F21
8 5b C24=?24/?21
860 FO 12=C3.=^=Ci 1- 1. )/2.
865 F014=(3t).^C14-3G.=^Cl 1 + 3. )/8.
870 F022=(3.=^C21- l.)/2.
8 75 FQ24=( 35.^024- 30.* 02 1+3. )/8.
8 80 Pr.I.vil bo 5
885 FOin^lAi ( 1a, 5a^* AZI/iUlHAL A-.\' GLL*> 5a> * 110*, 5a,* 200*)
9 00 DO 950 L= 1, 51
9 10 Ai=L-
1
920 iK=A'l*PI/50.+DiH/2.
925 il = IH* 180./F1
930 Al=Airi(L)/< F 1 l*SI.\i( iH) )
9 35 A2=Z:iH(L)/(F21*bi:NJ( iH))
9 45 PhliV'l 947, i'l,Al,A2
9^1 FOruviAK lA,F15.2, F6.4, F15.4)
9 50 C0.N)1I.NJUE
9 60 PnliNil 9 70, aL3, AK,AyjU, P
9 70 FO^-^AKlA, * bluAIiM =*,'F5.2, * K=*,F5.2, * XN!U=**
9 71A F5.2, * P=*,F5. 2)
9 80 Phi Mi 98 5, F012,F014, Ft)22, F024
9 85 FOr^MAlClA, * F 1 1 0=*, F V . 3, * F 1 1 04=* , F8 . 3> * F200=*>F8.3,
986A * F2004=*, F8. 3) '
1000 -
.
1010 LlNJDPnOG -. -
APPENDIX VI
-3
L I i>l
10 PhOGnAi-] I-AhAM
lb DiMLNblOiM i-bC 10)* PBEC 10)
20 DlM£.\Ji>IO.Si aL( 10), i-C( 10)* PAC 10)
22 DIMtiMblON I-CCC 10)* FAA( 10),Al\J( 100)
23 DIi>^fc.\ibIOi\J ZSA(60, 6)>£CA(60> 6),ZG<60>6),ZtL(6025 N = 2
27 HEAD, bl 1>0FA,0FE>0FC*AK1*AMU1*AP1
29 bl2=bl 1**2- l./bl 1
30 HEAD 35> (aL( I )* FCC I )* FA(I ), FECI ), 1= l,.\j)
35 F0ni>4Al ( i» ^F 7. 3)
40 Phl.\l ^5, (aL(I)>FC(I),FA(I)*FE(I),I=1,.>J)
4 5 FUfiMA'K lA, ^F 10.3)
50 DK=0.01
51 Abr<=i)'i2*AKl
52 AbM=i> lii*AL>^iUl
5 3 Ai)P=bi2*APl
60 Di'*l=0.01
70 DP=0.01
7 5 btd'^i= 1 .
8 0 AiviK = ii.O
9 0 Ai"*lM=1.0
9 5 ABC=0.002
100 AiVjp=2,0
105 &E0=3. 1^15926/2.
1 10 aK=U.
115 DAL=3. 1415926/50.
1 20 AMu=0.
125 Al=0.01
127 A2=0.01
130 1=1
140 AL2=b(»;hi(l./AL(I))
145 bl3=AL(I )**2-aL2**2
147 5'i4=AL(I )-Si 1
1 50 Ai. = 0.
1 60 DO 300 K= 1, 51
163 CO =CObF(AL)
165 5I=5Ii\)F(AL)
1 70 CA=AL< I )*C0/bQKI < (XL2*bI )**2+CXL(I )*C0)**2)
1 75 ZCA(K> I )=CA
180 X=(AbK+( bi3-bI2)*AK)*CA**2
190 BE=BEO*EaPF(-A)
195 ZBE(K> I )=bL
200 bA=AL2*bI/b(jhl ( (AL2*bI )**2+(AL< I )*C0 )**2)
.205 ZbA<K* I ) = bA
210 t^CAbM-K bl3-b'12)*AMU)*bA**2
220 G=l.-E.\PF(-)r)
225 ZG(K, I ) = G
230 CC=( l. + G)/2.*(bI>J(EE)*bA)**2+CC0SCE£)*CA)**2
2 40 AN(K)=CC*bI
290 AL=AL+DAL
3 00 CONiliNJOE
3 10 DD=0.
320 DO 350 J=l*24
3 30 DD=DD+4.*a:>J( 2* J) + 2.*XN(2*J+l )
3 50 COiNJII.MUL
360 DL=DAL/3. *(DD+ A.^< l) + 4.*A.NJ( bO> + A.\J( 51) )
3 70 AA=DD/2i.
360 0F=( 3.*AA- 1.
363 Of=0?-OfC
3 85 Of« =UP/bl^
3^0 li-COi-.LE.f-CCI )+Al.A\jL.0i-.6L.fC(I )-Al)GJ 10 500
^00 AvlU=Aivio+Dv^j
^10 If-(AMu-Ai>^iVi)/i2;0*^20*^30
^iiO (jJ iU loO
^30 AK=An+b.-\
^35 PhI:Mi>Art
4^0 I i- (AK-Ai-^iK) ^50* ^50* 1030
4 50 GO iU IciO
500 1=1+1
505 PCCd- 1)=0F
510 IFCI-iXj) 1A0> 140*540
540 P=0.
550 1=1
560 ALii=buni ( 1 . /AL< I) )
565 5i3=AL( I )**ii-AL2**2
5 67 bi4=AL(I 1
570 A1. = 0.
560 DO 700 L=l*51
590 CA=^CA(L* I) . •
,
610 BL=2fcL<L* I )
620 SA=Z5A(L*I)
640 b=^b(L> I
)
650 H=LApf'(<AbP+(bl3-b'i2)*P)*(-l. )*CA**2)
,
660 CC=bli\l(fah)**2*CA**<i* ( l.-ri)/2.
6 65 CC=CC+bA**2*( i.+ri)/2.*( 1 . - / 2. + ( CUb ( BL) * b A) ** 2* ( l.+G)*
666A ( l.-H)/4.
680 AiNJ<L) = CC*bI.\J( AL)
690 AL=AL+DAL
7 00 COiMiIiNiUL
7 10 DL=0.
7 20 DO 740 M= 1* 24 •
730 DD=DD+4.*A£yJ( 2*i>^) + 2.*AaNi(2*/i-H )
7 40 C0:>JlIiMUL
750 DD=DAL/3.*(DD+XM( 1) + 4.*X;\J< 50) + A.^<51) ) .
7 60 AA=DD/2. \ •
'
770 Ff=( 3.*AA- 1. )/2.
773 t}' = i't-Obfk '
I-i' = Ff/bi4 ' '
780 If (FF.LL-f A(I)+A2.A.MD.I'F.GE.f A(I )-A2)60 10 8 50
7 90 P=P+DP
800 I FCP-AMP) 550# 550*400
^
6 50 1 = 1+1
8 5d FAA(I-1) = FF
860 IF(l-.'J)b60* 560*670 ^
870 1=1
860 FBb( I)=-FCC( I )-F AA( I)
890 IF (Fbb( I ) .LB. rb( I)+A2. AiXJD. FBBC I ) . Gt. FBCI )- A2) GJ 10 910
9 00 GO iO 790
9 10 I = I-H
920 Ii-(I-i\))8tiO*b80*9b3
9 53 bMl = 0.
9 bb ^>^ii=0.
9 57 bivi3=0.
9 60 DO 9 70 J=
9 63 byil=bL'i l+(i"C<o)-FCC<J)
9 6b b>jc:=byiJi+ ( tA(o)-r AA(o)
9 67 bi''l3=byiO+ ( j-fcC J)-i.fct( J) ) +
9 70 CO.\liI.\ioL
9 73 i>n 1 = b/i 1 + ii+ b>l 3
9 7b I ! ( bfvvi-bnl ) 790* 790^ 960
9tt0 AnK=/LK
9«S Ai-r=P
9 90 i)^uM=b^l
1000 PhliVj i 1010* aKK* Ai^iOU^XPP, bhM
1010 i'OrulA 1 ( 1a, Si* 7. ci* }« 10. 6)
101b ^nlMl,AL( n* PCOC l)*fAA( l)*fhb( 1)
1017 PnIi\i'i*AL< ii)*i-CC(2)> i-AA( 2)* i-bbC 2)
1020 GJ iO 790
1030 LiMD
1040 EiMDi-hOG
A37
Definitions of symbols in Appendix (VI
-1) , (VI -2) and (VI
-3):
XI (I): The strain in the Ith experimental data.
rC-(l),PA(l),?B(l): The c, a, and b azis orientation function
of the Ith experimental data.
XJTK,XI!M,X?.!P: The maximum limit of the orientation parameters
'
XK,XI.:U,P: The starting values of the orientation parameters
Al, A2: Accepted limit of deviation on com.paring the theore-
tical and experimental orientation functions.
EEO: Initial value of the c axis tilting angle.
XL2: The transverse si;rain,
PCC(I),PAJI(I),PBB(I): The theoretical values of the c, a,
b axis orientation functions.
SRI: The total square deviations between the experimental and
the theoretical results.
HE: The tilting angle of caxis,
^.
OM: The lamellar tvd sting angle, oj,
EE: The rotational angle around the c axis, e.
XTE( L),ZTH(L): The distribution of total number of the 110
and 200 plane normal.
X1,X2: The distribution of the 110 and 200 diffraction intensity
of deformed spherulites of polyethylene.
TH: The azimuthal angle of the diffracted beam,
ST1,0PA,0?3,0PC: Static values of X^, f^, f^, f^
.
XKl,Xr!Ul,XPl: Static values of the orientation parameters,
K,
yj^, p
A58CLlT-L^t'rTH ^nLLT^"^TTn^. r-PnrrTTn^, pnP rJU^^-J/vM ..^t^ hTTm^ n.M^^T^
TMTC oonr.PA-. c/^vc^
T uccn. ^no ^ ^,^c>rrr t T c.y,,, ^k.^ct v-o.v c^att^-tn.-
THP^ ANTULAP T^^rP^>-^^.T I .c; A LL T PAH I A^S . TH^ INTFN^TTv VAU--c;
AU'r C-IV-V f^r.-^ .c^CATT^-PIMG AMf-Lr^ FPPv A THk^C^T^H A-MVAX. ( TH^ ^ortp^n
.c;y^.poL ,„jll PF UC^n TO H^NPTF ^1 'LT I PL I C AT I PN . ZFPHE.^ APF^'yc^FD FOR F(nFHP IMT^N^ITI^c AT WHICH ^ VPFR I ^^FNT AL OAT A APF MOT AVAILARLF.) fTvFTMTFTMc: J TV v/ALi'i-c ap«^ pi IT n^1 fach CAPH In. {^^ii,^, P^p^,^^^
PP^^^.PA^- On,rULATP^. rc-PFCT^n I mt^ nc i t i f c; pcr^ j^^^ ^- 1 LL I P AO I AN
-
MTLI JPAniAM^ '.'TTH AM AMC-t.LAP IMrPFVFN-T MP*A Vl! LIP^'>TA^.^
c...uu.^rT^n ,K,^^„CTYt^c ^^m;^,,,^^ ..^^^ P^.^^, ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^^ I LL I P AO I ANC
'
TMPniir-H
-^'^-i^-A
^*TI. LTPAnT AMC J tm am TM^P^^•^MT MA*A, AN>n TH^M FP^"'
CM?
-^
N'A)->^A Mjij yoAniAM^ TMnnt'O.H ^"-:^-A ^MLLIPAOTAM^ ^-JTH Am T ^»ro^^r-^JT ^|f»A.PPOVTOP-- n^^c N-OT ryrr-n p-.y. ropp^rTm t mt^k:=; i t I pc app m^t talciil-
ATFO FO^^ Ah^GLF^ i^y r c-,^P j r^iG I^Ax-^A v I LL T P A ^ 1 AN^ PEGAPPLF^'^ OF THE VALUFS
OF THF N'U'^tarpc qni gap O "FLO"'. (THI-^ TVAX ^/ALl 'F IS "^hp VALU'^ FOR THF
CI ipvE prfMG t'oppcrypo, r
IN THF UcxF OF TH I ^ PROGRAM, JHF GAPO"^- APF APRANGEO A FOLLO'*!'^,.
GApp. p, jn ANn IMAX, ( THP VALlJf^ OF J*^ OM TH T ^ GAP'-> '."U'^T FO"AL
THE c.M ALL'=''=T J^'' VALi 'F U'^FD '-'ITH AN'V OF thF "=.0 ATTFR T niG
GUDVf^<=^ ni^lMn CORRFGTFn, THE IMAX X/AH 'E '^V TH I ^ GAPO "/UFT
FOUAL THF lAPGF'^T IFv/'AX VALUE U<^ED FOP ANY nF TH^ GIJPV~!=^
"FING GOPPPGfPn,
)
CARD 3. N 1 « N2l FrTi N^n; N^^ N?]
GAP^^ <0 , jn AN<n I VAX FOP JHt^ pypcy '~(\0\/!^
GARO E. THF FIpc^T GAPD OF THE SET OF CARDS WITH THE I NTEN'^^ I T I ES
F( T )
TFTF c)THFP GAPnc fOP TMT'^ r"i)PvP THrr.i ri*>LLO>", F(^P rxAvPLP"*— TH="pf^ AtP—Rn
—
( T ) TM THP- PTP^T ruPX/'^. IMAX = BO, AMO TH«="PE 16 rAPn<^ IN TH"^ '^^T, FOP
EACH SLJCFFO I NG Gl IP\/F , THF cpr OF F ( I ) G APnc j c, PRECEDED '='Y A GARO G 1 V I Mr,
J*^ AND I '""AY FOP TH I F GIIP\/F.
AFTPP T\-\cr LA'^T GUPV'F HAS ^ppm CORRpGTfd, THF GO'API ITER GM/Fc; A STAT^-
^''FNT I^!DIGATIMG THAT TH^ ^N'n OF TH^^^ DATA H A «^ RFEN Rf^AGHED.
USUALLY I 1 I ^- MOST GOMV/ENIENT TO HAVE THF VALI'^^"^ OF M2 AMD NE RF AT
LEAST AS LARGP AS Ml AMD N3« RE «^PFGT I VFL^ « 'r'TTH MP AND .NA RE I NG Nn Lf^S*^
THATN N4 AND N6 PE^^PECT I VElY. H0*«'EVEP * THESE COnO 1 T I ONS ArE NOT NECES-
SARY. FOR EXAMPLE* IF GOPPc^CTED VALLIFS APE DESIRED ONLY FOR A '^INGLE
ANGULAR I MGP'="'*>'FNT « THf^ APPROPRIATE VALUE'^ OF Nl AND N2 CAN EE CHOSFN* AND
N3« N4, ^<c:;, AMD Nf> GAN ALL PF SET POUAL TO ZERO* OR THFSF pnc;TTIOMg^ CAN
PF L^FT c=L ANk- OM GAPn 3^
THE LAPGr^^T VALUF'^ ALL'^'^'^D FOR "?"HE MU*'"RFP<=^ ON' CAR D'^ 3« AND 4 ARE
QFTEP'"' I "^"^D THP nI^/^PN'^TO^' ^TATF^'ENT AT TH^^ PEGINMING OF THP" PROGPA''''.
(TMIC; e:TATr^''PMT rAN rHAN^-'n Ii'HPN Mc~r tr<r c; /«,qv , ^ ^lp JVAV \/ALUP OM GAPD<=
p DP H p7rM~~F;7?^^''Svi jrio « AND MO I NP» IT G' (PVE*^ GAN HAVE ^'OPE "THAN 400 DATA
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Definition of symbols in Appendix (VIT
-2):
AMB: The wavelength of the beam.
ALB: The structural parameter,^.
XKK: The linear crystallini iy.
XM: Maxiun scattering angle represented by(csin2eA).
EP: e
BE: p
XLI: The diffreaction intensity.
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Definitions or symbols in Appendix (VIII
-1 ):
^ COl The crystallinity,
' AOB: The ratio of the transverse dimension and thickness of
lamellae.
1/ XLD: The ratio of the length and thickness of lamellae.
GE?, GEM: The elastic modulus of the reinforcement and matrix
phase.
l/GlP, GIM: The Poisson' .ratio of the crystalline and amorphous
phase
,
V- THl: The orientational angle of the lamellae,
I XLX: The macroscopic strain along the stretching direction,
XLY: The macroscopic strain along the transverse direction.
AAS^ The strain in the amorphous phase.
ACS: The strain in the crystalline phase,
XX2: The variation of the long period,
XLCl: The crystalline strain along the lamellar axis.
XLC12: The crystalline shear strain in the lamellar coordinate


